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Six Drawing Lessons
William Kentridge

Art, William Kentridge says, is its own form of
knowledge. It does not simply supplement the real
world, and cannot be purely understood in the rational
terms of academic disciplines. The studio is where linear
thinking is abandoned and the material processes of the
eye, the hand, the charcoal and paper become
themselves the guides of creativity.

Over the last three decades, the visual artist William Kentridge has
garnered international acclaim for his work across media including
drawing, film, sculpture, printmaking, and theater. Rendered in stark
contrasts of black and white, his images reflect his native South Africa
and, like endlessly suggestive shadows, point to something more
elemental as well. Based on the 2012 Charles Eliot Norton Lectures,
Six Drawing Lessons is the most comprehensive collection available of
Kentridge’s thoughts on art, art-making, and the studio.
Art, Kentridge says, is its own form of knowledge. It does not simply
supplement the real world, and it cannot be purely understood in the
rational terms of traditional academic disciplines. The studio is the
crucial location for the creation of meaning: the place where linear
thinking is abandoned and the material processes of the eye, the
hand, the charcoal and paper become themselves the guides of
creativity. Drawing has the potential to educate us about the most
complex issues of our time. This is the real meaning of “drawing
lessons.”

BOOK DETAILS
SEPTEMBER
192 PAGES
120 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
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ALL LANGUAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
William Kentridge is an artist who
lives and works in Johannesburg.

Incorporating elements of graphic design and ranging freely from
discussions of Plato’s cave to the Enlightenment’s role in colonial
oppression to the depiction of animals in art, Six Drawing Lessons is
an illustration in print of its own thesis of how art creates knowledge.
Foregrounding the very processes by which we see, Kentridge makes
us more aware of the mechanisms—and deceptions—through which
we construct meaning in the world.
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Walter Lippmann
Public Economist
Craufurd D. Goodwin

Unemployment, monetary and fiscal policy, and the
merits and drawbacks of free markets were a few of the
issues the journalist and public philosopher Walter
Lippmann explained to the public during the Depression,
when professional economists skilled at translating
concepts for a lay audience were not yet on the scene, as
Craufurd Goodwin shows.

BOOK DETAILS
OCTOBER

Walter Lippmann was the most distinguished American journalist and
public philosopher of the twentieth century. But he was also
something more: a public economist who helped millions of ordinary
citizens make sense of the most devastating economic depression in
history. Craufurd Goodwin offers a new perspective from which to
view this celebrated but only partly understood icon of American
letters.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

From 1931 to 1946 Lippmann pursued a far-ranging correspondence
with leading economic thinkers: John Maynard Keynes, Lionel Robbins,
Friedrich Hayek, Henry Simons, Adolf Berle, Frank Taussig, Allyn
Young, and others. Sifting through their divergent views, Lippmann
formed his own ideas about economic policy during the Great
Depression and shared them with a vast readership in his syndicated
column, Today and Tomorrow. Unemployment, monetary and fiscal
policy, and the merits and drawbacks of free markets were just a few
of the issues he helped explain to the public, at a time when
professional economists who were also skilled at translating abstract
concepts for a lay audience had yet to come on the scene.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Craufurd D. Goodwin is James B.
Duke Professor of Economics
Emeritus at Duke University.

370 PAGES

After World War II Lippmann focused on foreign affairs but revisited
economic policy when he saw threats to liberal democracy. In addition
to pointing out the significance of the Marshall Plan and the World
Bank, he addressed the emerging challenge of inflation and what he
called “the riddle of the Sphinx”: whether price stability and full
employment could be achieved in an economy with strong unions.
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The Rise and Fall of Neoliberal Capitalism
David M. Kotz

The collapse that began in 2008 continues to burden the
world economy. David Kotz, one of the few academic
economists to predict it, argues that the ongoing crisis is
not simply the aftermath of financial panic and severe
recession but is a structural crisis of neoliberal capitalism
whose resolution will require major institutional
restructuring.

The financial and economic collapse that began in the United States in
2008 and spread to the rest of the world continues to burden the
global economy. David Kotz, who was one of the few academic
economists to predict it, argues that the ongoing economic crisis is not
simply the aftermath of financial panic and an unusually severe
recession but instead is a structural crisis of neoliberal, or freemarket, capitalism. Consequently, continuing stagnation cannot be
resolved by policy measures alone. It requires major institutional
restructuring.
Kotz analyzes the reasons for the rise of free-market ideas, policies,
and institutions beginning around 1980. He shows how the neoliberal
capitalism that resulted was able to produce a series of long although
tepid economic expansions, punctuated by relatively brief recessions,
as well as a low rate of inflation. This created the impression of a
“Great Moderation.” However, the very same factors that promoted
long expansions and low inflation—growing inequality, an increasingly
risk-seeking financial sector, and a series of large asset bubbles—were
not only objectionable in themselves but also put the economy on an
unsustainable trajectory. Kotz interprets the current push for austerity
as an attempt to deepen and preserve neoliberal capitalism. However,
both economic theory and history suggest that neither austerity
measures nor other policy adjustments can bring another period of
stable economic expansion. Kotz considers several possible directions
of economic restructuring, concluding that significant economic
change is likely in the years ahead.

BOOK DETAILS
FEBRUARY
280 PAGES
51 GRAPHS, 1 DIAGRAM, 12
TABLES

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
David M. Kotz is Professor of
Economics at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst, and
Distinguished Professor, School
of Economics, Shanghai
University of Finance and
Economics.
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Minds on Fire
How Role-Immersion Games Transform College
Mark C. Carnes

Why are so many students intellectually disengaged?
Mark Carnes says it is because students are so deeply
absorbed in competitive social play. He shows how
month-long role-immersion games in the curriculum can
channel those competitive impulses into transformative
learning
experiences,
and
how
bricks-and-mortar
colleges can set young minds on fire.

Why are so many students intellectually disengaged? Faculty,
administrators, and tuition-paying parents have been asking this
question for nearly two centuries. And the answer is always more or
less the same: students are so deeply absorbed in competitive social
play (fraternities, sports, beer pong, World of Warcraft, social media)
that they neglect academics.
In Minds on Fire, Carnes shows how role-immersion games channel
students’ competitive (and sometimes mischievous) impulses into
transformative learning experiences. His discussion is based on
interviews with scores of students and faculty who have used a
pedagogy called Reacting to the Past, which features month-long
games set during the French revolution, Galileo's trial, the partition of
India, and dozens of other epochal moments in disciplines ranging
from art history to the sciences. These games have spread to over
three hundred campuses around the world, where many of their
benefits defy expectations. Students think more critically by
internalizing alternative selves, and they understand the past better
by filtering it through their present. Fierce competition between
opposing sides leads to strong community bonds among teammates
and develops speaking, writing, leadership, and problem-solving skills.

BOOK DETAILS
SEPTEMBER
300 PAGES
1 LINE ILLUSTRATION, 2 TABLES

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark C. Carnes is Professor of
History at Barnard College,
Columbia University.

Minds on Fire is a provocative critique of educational reformers who
deplored role-playing pedagogies, from Plato to Dewey to Erikson.
Carnes also makes an impassioned appeal for pedagogical innovation.
At a time when cost-cutting legislators and trustees are increasingly
drawn to online learning, Carnes focuses on how bricks-and-mortar
institutions of higher education can set young minds on fire.
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The Other School Reformers
Conservative Activism in American Education
Adam Laats

The idea that American education has been steered by
progressivism is accepted as fact by liberals and
conservatives alike. Adam Laats shows that this belief is
wrong. Calling to center stage conservatives who shaped
America’s classrooms, he shows that in the long march of
American public education, progressive reform has been
a beleaguered dream.

BOOK DETAILS
FEBRUARY

The idea that American education has been steered by progressive
values is celebrated by liberals and deplored by conservatives, but
both sides accept it as fact. Adam Laats shows that this widely held
belief is simply wrong. Upending the standard narrative of American
education as the product of courageous progressive reformers, he
calls to center stage the conservative activists who decisively shaped
America’s classrooms in the twentieth century. The Other School
Reformers makes clear that, in the long march of American public
education, progressive reform has more often been a beleaguered
dream than an insuperable force.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

Laats takes an in-depth look at four landmark school battles: the 1925
Scopes Trial, the 1939 Rugg textbook controversy, the 1950 ouster of
Pasadena Public Schools Superintendent Willard Goslin, and the 1974
Kanawha County school boycott. Focused on issues ranging from
evolution to the role of religion in education to the correct
interpretation of American history, these four highly publicized
controversies forced conservatives to articulate their vision of public
schooling—a vision that would keep traditional Protestant beliefs in
America’s classrooms and push out subversive subjects like
Darwinism, socialism, multiculturalism, and feminism. As Laats makes
clear in case after case, activists such as Hiram Evans and Norma
Gabler, Homer Chaillaux and Louise Padelford were fiercely committed
to a view of the curriculum that inculcated love of country, reinforced
traditional gender roles and family structures, allowed no alternatives
to capitalism, and granted religion a central role in civic life.

294 PAGES
6 HALFTONES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Adam Laats is Associate
Professor of Education and
History, Binghamton University
(State University of New York).
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Minds Online
Teaching Effectively with Technology
Michelle D. Miller

For the Internet generation, educational technology
designed with the brain in mind offers a natural pathway
to the pleasures and rewards of deep learning. Drawing
on neuroscience and cognitive psychology, Michelle Miller
shows how attention, memory, critical thinking, and
analytical
reasoning
can
be
enhanced
through
technology-aided approaches.

BOOK DETAILS
OCTOBER

From wired campuses to smart classrooms to massive open online
courses (MOOCs), digital technology is now firmly embedded in higher
education. But the dizzying pace of innovation, combined with a
dearth of evidence on the effectiveness of new tools and programs,
challenges educators to articulate how technology can best fit into the
learning experience. Minds Online is a concise, nontechnical guide for
academic leaders and instructors who seek to advance learning in this
changing environment, through a sound scientific understanding of
how the human brain assimilates knowledge.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

Drawing on the latest findings from neuroscience and cognitive
psychology, Michelle Miller explores how attention, memory, and
higher thought processes such as critical thinking and analytical
reasoning can be enhanced through technology-aided approaches. The
techniques she describes promote retention of course material
through frequent low-stakes testing and practice, and help prevent
counterproductive cramming by encouraging better spacing of study.
Online activities also help students become more adept with cognitive
aids, such as analogies, that allow them to apply learning across
situations and disciplines. Miller guides instructors through the process
of creating a syllabus for a cognitively optimized, fully online course.
She presents innovative ideas for how to use multimedia effectively,
how to take advantage of learners’ existing knowledge, and how to
motivate students to do their best work and complete the course.

232 PAGES
2 TABLES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michelle D. Miller is Co-Director
of the First Year Learning
Initiative and Professor of
Psychology at Northern Arizona
University.

For a generation born into the Internet age, educational technology
designed with the brain in mind offers a natural pathway to the
pleasures and rewards of deep learning.
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Crossroads of War
A Historical Atlas of the Middle East
Ian Barnes

From the Bronze Age to the twenty-first century, vying
armies have clashed over the territory stretching from
the Upper Nile to modern-day Iraq and Iran. Ian Barnes’s
Crossroads of War captures five millennia of conflict and
conquest in detailed full-color maps, accompanied by
incisive, accessible commentary.

From the Bronze Age to the twenty-first century, vying armies have
clashed over the territory stretching from the Upper Nile to modernday Iraq and Iran. Crossroads of War captures five millennia of conflict
and conquest in detailed full-color maps, accompanied by incisive,
accessible commentary.
The lands of the Middle East were home to a succession of empires—
Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, and Persian—that rose and declined
with the fortunes of battle. Kings and generals renowned in history
bestrode the region: Nebuchadnezzar, David, Alexander the Great,
Saladin, Napoleon. The religions of Zoroastrianism, Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam were born here and from the beginning
became embroiled in conflicts ranging from the Maccabean Revolt to
Muhammad’s Arabian conquests to the Christian Crusades. In the
twentieth century, the Middle East witnessed the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire and played a role in the grim dramas of two world
wars, as T. E. Lawrence helped spark the Arab Revolt and General
Bernard Montgomery defeated Hitler’s Desert Fox, General Erwin
Rommel, at El Alamein.

BOOK DETAILS
NOVEMBER
288 PAGES
130 MAPS, 40 IMAGES

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ian Barnes is Emeritus Chair in
the Department of History and
International Studies at the
University of Derby and is a
Fellow of the Royal Historical
Society.

From the Yom Kippur War and Operation Desert Storm to a Global
War on Terror that still looms over the twenty-first century, the Middle
East continues to be shaped by the vagaries and vicissitudes of
military conflict. Crossroads of War offers valuable insights into the
part of the world that first cradled civilization and then imagined its
demise in a final clash of armies at Armageddon.
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The Visitor
André Palmeiro and the Jesuits in Asia
Liam Matthew Brockey

In an age when few ventured beyond their birthplace,
André Palmeiro left Portugal to inspect Jesuit missions
from Mozambique to Japan. A global history in the guise
of biography, The Visitor tells the story of a theologian
whose travels bore witness to the fruitful contact—and
violent collision—of East and West in the early modern
era.

In an age when few people ventured beyond their place of birth,
André Palmeiro left Portugal on a journey to the far side of the world.
Bearing the title “Father Visitor,” he was entrusted with the daunting
task of inspecting Jesuit missions spanning from Mozambique to
Japan. A global history in the guise of a biography, The Visitor tells the
story of a theologian whose extraordinary travels bore witness to the
fruitful contact—and violent collision—of East and West in the early
modern era.
In India, Palmeiro was thrust into a controversy over the missionary
tactics of Roberto Nobili, who insisted on dressing the part of an
indigenous ascetic. Palmeiro walked across Southern India to inspect
Nobili’s mission, recording fascinating observations along the way. As
the highest-ranking Jesuit in India, he also coordinated missions to
the Mughal Emperors and the Ethiopian Christians, as well as the first
European explorations of the East African interior and the highlands of
Tibet.

BOOK DETAILS
SEPTEMBER
520 PAGES
20 HALFTONES, 7 MAPS
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ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Liam Matthew Brockey is
Associate Professor of History,
Michigan State University and
author of Journey to the East,
licensed in Complex and
Simplified Chinese.

Orders from Rome sent Palmeiro farther afield in 1626, to Macau,
where he oversaw Jesuit affairs in East Asia. He played a crucial role
in creating missions in Vietnam and seized the opportunity to visit the
Chinese mission, trekking thousands of miles to Beijing as one of
China’s first Western tourists. When the Tokugawa Shogunate brutally
cracked down on Christians in Japan—where neither he nor any
Westerner had power to intervene—Palmeiro died from anxiety over
the possibility that the last Jesuits still alive would apostatize under
torture.
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Nation Builder
John Quincy Adams and the Grand Strategy of the Republic
Charles N. Edel

America’s rise from revolutionary colonies to a world
power is often treated as inevitable. But Charles N. Edel’s
provocative biography of John Q. Adams argues that he
served as the central architect of a grand strategy whose
ideas and policies made him a critical link between the
founding generation and the Civil War–era nation of
Lincoln.

BOOK DETAILS
OCTOBER

“America goes not abroad, in search of monsters to destroy”—John
Quincy Adams’s famous words are often quoted to justify
noninterference in other nations’ affairs. Yet when he spoke them,
Adams was not advocating neutrality or passivity but rather outlining
a national policy that balanced democratic idealism with a pragmatic
understanding of the young republic’s capabilities and limitations.
America’s rise from a confederation of revolutionary colonies to a
world power is often treated as inevitable, but Charles N. Edel’s
provocative biography of Adams argues that he served as the central
architect of a grand strategy that shaped America’s rise. Adams’s
particular combination of ideas and policies made him a critical link
between the founding generation and the Civil War–era nation of
Lincoln.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

360 PAGES
13 HALFTONES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Charles N. Edel is Assistant
Professor of Strategy and Policy
at the U.S. Naval War College.

Examining Adams’s service as senator, diplomat, secretary of state,
president, and congressman, Edel’s study of this extraordinary figure
reveals a brilliant but stubborn man who was both visionary prophet
and hard-nosed politician. Adams’s ambitions on behalf of America’s
interests, combined with a shrewd understanding of how to counter
the threats arrayed against them, allowed him to craft a multitiered
policy to insulate the nation from European quarrels, expand U.S.
territory, harness natural resources, develop domestic infrastructure,
education, and commerce, and transform the United States into a
model of progress and liberty respected throughout the world.
While Adams did not live to see all of his strategy fulfilled, his vision
shaped the nation’s agenda for decades afterward and continues to
resonate as America pursues its place in the twenty-first-century
world.
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A Land of Aching Hearts
The Middle East in the Great War
Leila Tarazi Fawaz

A century after the Great War, the experiences of
civilians and soldiers in the Middle East during those
years have faded from memory. A Land of Aching Hearts
traverses ethnic, class, and national borders to recover
the personal stories of those who endured this
cataclysmic event, and their profound sense of sacrifices
made in vain.

BOOK DETAILS
NOVEMBER
364 PAGES
17 HALFTONES, 4 MAPS

The Great War transformed the Middle East, bringing to an end four
hundred years of Ottoman rule in Arab lands while giving rise to the
Middle East as we know it today. A century later, the experiences of
ordinary men and women during those calamitous years have faded
from memory. A Land of Aching Hearts traverses ethnic, class, and
national borders to recover the personal stories of the civilians and
soldiers who endured this cataclysmic event.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

Among those who suffered were the people of Greater Syria—
comprising modern Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, and Palestine—as
well as the people of Turkey, Iraq, and Egypt. Beyond the shifting
fortunes of the battlefield, the region was devastated by a British and
French naval blockade made worse by Ottoman war measures.
Famine, disease, inflation, and an influx of refugees were everyday
realities. But the local populations were not passive victims. Fawaz
chronicles the initiative and resilience of civilian émigrés,
entrepreneurs, draft-dodgers, soldiers, villagers, and townsmen
determined to survive the war as best they could. The right mix of
ingenuity and practicality often meant the difference between life and
death.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Leila Tarazi Fawaz is Issam M.
Fares Professor of Lebanese and
Eastern Mediterranean Studies at
Tufts University.

The war’s aftermath proved bitter for many survivors. Nationalist
aspirations were quashed as Britain and France divided the Middle
East along artificial borders that still cause resentment. The misery of
the Great War, and a profound sense of huge sacrifices made in vain,
would color people’s views of politics and the West for the century to
come.
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The Prince's Body
Vincenzo Gonzaga and Renaissance Medicine
Valeria Finucci

Using four notorious moments in the life of Duke
Vincenzo Gonzaga of Mantua, Valeria Finucci explores
changing
early
modern
concepts
of
sexuality,
reproduction, beauty, and aging.
She deftly marries
salacious tales with historical analysis to tell a broader
story of Italian Renaissance cultural adjustments and
obsessions.

BOOK DETAILS
JANUARY

Defining the proper female body, seeking elective surgery for beauty,
enjoying lavish spa treatments, and combatting impotence might
seem
like
today’s
celebrity
infatuations.
However,
these
preoccupations were very much alive in the early modern period.
Valeria Finucci recounts the story of a well-known patron of arts and
music in Renaissance Italy, Duke Vincenzo Gonzaga of Mantua (1562–
1612), to examine the culture, fears, and captivations of his times.
Using four notorious moments in Vincenzo’s life, Finucci explores
changing concepts of sexuality, reproduction, beauty, and aging.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

The first was Vincenzo’s inability to consummate his earliest marriage
and subsequent medical inquiry, which elucidates new concepts of
female anatomy. Second, Vincenzo’s interactions with Bolognese
doctor Gaspare Tagliacozzi, the “father of plastic surgery,” illuminate
contemporary fascinations with elective procedures. Vincenzo’s use of
thermal spas explores the proliferation of holistic, noninvasive
therapies to manage pain, detoxify, and rehabilitate what the
medicine of the time could not address. And finally, Vincenzo’s search
for a cure for impotence later in life analyzes masculinity and aging.

260 PAGES
17 HALFTONES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Valeria Finucci is Professor of
Italian and Theater Studies and
Director of the Center for
Medieval and Renaissance
Studies at Duke University.

By examining letters, doctors’ advice, reports, receipts, and
travelogues, together with (and against) medical, herbal, theological,
even legal publications of the period, Finucci describes an early
modern cultural history of the pathology of human reproduction, the
physiology of aging, and the science of rejuvenation as they affected a
prince with a large ego and an even larger purse. In doing so, Finucci
deftly marries salacious tales with historical analysis to tell a broader
story of Italian Renaissance cultural adjustments and obsessions.
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Mexicans in the Making of America
Neil Foley

America has always been a composite of racially blended
peoples, never a purely white Anglo-Protestant nation.
The Mexican American historian Neil Foley offers a
sweeping view of the evolution of Mexican America, from
a colonial outpost on Mexico’s northern frontier to a
twenty-first-century people integral to the nation they
have helped build.

According to census projections, nearly one in three U.S. residents by
2050 will be Latino, and the overwhelming majority of these will be of
Mexican descent. This dramatic demographic shift is reshaping
politics, culture, and fundamental ideas about American identity. Neil
Foley, a leading Mexican American historian, offers a sweeping view of
the evolution of Mexican America, from a colonial outpost on Mexico’s
northern frontier to a twenty-first-century people integral to the
nation they have helped build.
Mexicans have lived in and migrated to the American West and
Southwest for centuries. When the United States annexed those
territories following the Mexican-American War in 1848, the unequal
destinies of the two nations were sealed. Despite their wellestablished presence in farm fields, workshops, and military service,
Mexicans in America have long been regarded as aliens and outsiders.
Xenophobic fantasies of a tidal wave of Mexicans overrunning the
borders and transforming “real America” beyond recognition have
inspired measures ranging from Operation Wetback in the 1950s to
Arizona’s draconian SB 1070 anti-immigration law and the 700-mile
security fence under construction along the U.S.-Mexican border
today. Yet the cultural, linguistic, and economic ties that bind Mexico
to the United States continue to grow.

BOOK DETAILS
OCTOBER
340 PAGES
22 HALFTONES, 2 MAPS

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Neil Foley holds the Robert H.
and Nancy Dedman Chair in
History at Southern Methodist
University.

Mexicans in the Making of America demonstrates that America has
always been a composite of racially blended peoples, never a purely
white Anglo-Protestant nation. The struggle of Latinos to gain full
citizenship bears witness to the continual remaking of American
culture into something more democratic, egalitarian, and truer to its
multiracial and multiethnic origins.
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American Passage
The Communications Frontier in Early New England
Katherine Grandjean

Katherine Grandjean shows that the English conquest of
New England was not just a matter of consuming
territory, of transforming woods into farms. It entailed a
struggle to control the flow of information—who could
travel where, what news could be sent, over which
routes winding through the woods along the early
American communications frontier.

New England was built on letters. Its colonists left behind thousands
of them, brittle and browning and crammed with curls of purplish
script. How they were delivered, though, remains mysterious. We
know surprisingly little about the way news and people traveled in
early America. No postal service or newspapers existed—not until
1704 would readers be able to glean news from a “public print.” But
there was, in early New England, an unseen world of travelers,
rumors, movement, and letters. Unearthing that early American
communications frontier, American Passage retells the story of English
colonization as less orderly and more precarious than the quiet
villages of popular imagination.

BOOK DETAILS
OCTOBER
296 PAGES
12 HALFTONES, 4 MAPS, 1 TABLE
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ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Katherine Grandjean is Assistant
Professor of History at Wellesley
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The English quest to control the northeast entailed a great struggle to
control the flow of information. Even when it was meant solely for
English eyes, news did not pass solely through English hands.
Algonquian messengers carried letters along footpaths, and Dutch
ships took them across waterways. Who could travel where, who
controlled the routes winding through the woods, who dictated what
news might be sent—in Katherine Grandjean’s hands, these questions
reveal a new dimension of contest and conquest in the northeast.
Gaining control of New England was not solely a matter of consuming
territory, of transforming woods into farms. It also meant mastering
the lines of communication.
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Makers of Modern Asia
Edited by Ramachandra Guha

The twenty-first century has been dubbed the Asian
Century. Highlighting diverse thinker-politicians rather
than billionaire businessmen, Makers of Modern Asia
presents eleven leaders who theorized and organized
anticolonial movements, strategized and directed military
campaigns, and designed and implemented political
systems.

BOOK DETAILS
AUGUST

Hardly more than a decade old, the twenty-first century has already
been dubbed the Asian Century in recognition of China and India’s
increasing importance in world affairs. Yet discussions of Asia seem
fixated on economic indicators—gross national product, per capita
income, share of global trade. Makers of Modern Asia reorients our
understanding of contemporary Asia by highlighting the political
leaders, not billionaire businessmen, who helped launch the Asian
Century.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
EXCEPT DRAMATIC AND
MULTIMEDIA
ALL LANGUAGES
EXCEPT SOUTH ASIAN

The nationalists who crafted modern Asia were as much thinkers as
activists, men and women who theorized and organized anticolonial
movements, strategized and directed military campaigns, and
designed and implemented political systems. The eleven thinkerpoliticians whose portraits are presented here were a mix of
communists, capitalists, liberals, authoritarians, and proto-theocrats—
a group as diverse as the countries they represent.

330 PAGES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ramachandra Guha is a leading
historian of modern India, living
in Bangalore. His books include
Gandhi Before India and India
After Gandhi.

From China, the world’s most populous country, come four: Mao
Zedong, leader of the Communist Revolution; Zhou Enlai, his close
confidant; Deng Xiaoping, purged by Mao but rehabilitated to play a
critical role in Chinese politics in later years; and Chiang Kai-shek,
whose Kuomintang party formed the basis of modern Taiwan. From
India, the world’s largest democracy, come three: Mohandas Gandhi,
Jawaharlal Nehru, and Indira Gandhi, all of whom played crucial roles
in guiding India toward independence and prosperity. Other exemplary
nationalists include Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh, Indonesia’s Sukarno,
Singapore’s Lee Kuan Yew, and Pakistan’s Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. With
contributions from leading scholars, Makers of Modern Asia illuminates
the intellectual and ideological foundations of Asia’s spectacular rise to
global prominence.
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Native Tongues
Colonialism and Race from Encounter to the Reservation
Sean P. Harvey

Exploring the morally entangled territory of language and
race in 18th- and 19th-century America, Sean Harvey
shows that whites’ theories of an “Indian mind”
inexorably shaped by Indian languages played a crucial
role in the subjugation of Native peoples and informed
the U.S. government’s efforts to extinguish Native
languages for years to come.

BOOK DETAILS
OCTOBER

Sean Harvey explores the morally entangled territory of language and
race in this intellectual history of encounters between whites and
Native Americans in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Misunderstandings about the differences between European and
indigenous American languages strongly influenced whites’ beliefs
about the descent and capabilities of Native Americans, he shows.
These beliefs would play an important role in the subjugation of Native
peoples as the United States pursued its “manifest destiny” of
westward expansion.

RIGHTS HELD
ALL RIGHTS
ALL LANGUAGES

Over time, the attempts of whites to communicate with Indians gave
rise to theories linking language and race. Scholars maintained that
language was a key marker of racial ancestry, inspiring conjectures
about the structure of Native American vocal organs and the
grammatical organization and inheritability of their languages. A
racially inflected discourse of “savage languages” entered the
American mainstream and shaped attitudes toward Native Americans,
fatefully so when it came to questions of Indian sovereignty and
justifications of their forcible removal and confinement to reservations.

330 PAGES
15 HALFTONES

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sean P. Harvey is Assistant
Professor of History at Seton Hall
University.

By the mid-nineteenth century, scientific efforts were under way to
record the sounds and translate the concepts of Native American
languages and to classify them into families. New discoveries by
ethnologists and philologists revealed a degree of cultural divergence
among speakers of related languages that was incompatible with
prevailing notions of race. It became clear that language and race
were not essentially connected. Yet theories of a linguistically shaped
“Indian mind” continued to inform the U.S. government’s efforts to
extinguish Native languages for years to come.
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Frontiers of Possession
Spain and Portugal in Europe and the Americas
Tamar Herzog

Tamar Herzog asks how territorial borders were
established in the early modern period and challenges
the standard view that national boundaries are settled by
military conflicts and treaties. Claims and control on both
sides of the Atlantic were subject to negotiation, as
neighbors and outsiders carved out and defended new
frontiers of possession.

BOOK DETAILS
JANUARY

Frontiers of Possession asks how territorial borders were established in
Europe and the Americas during the early modern period and
challenges the standard view that national boundaries are largely
determined by military conflicts and treaties. Focusing on Spanish and
Portuguese claims in the New and Old Worlds, Tamar Herzog
reconstructs the different ways land rights were negotiated and
enforced, sometimes violently, among people who remembered old
possessions or envisioned new ones: farmers and nobles, clergymen
and missionaries, settlers and indigenous peoples.
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Questioning the habitual narrative that sees the Americas as a logical
extension of the Old World, Herzog portrays Spain and Portugal on
both sides of the Atlantic as one unified imperial space. She begins in
the Americas, where Iberian conquerors had to decide who could
settle the land, who could harvest fruit and cut timber, and who had
river rights for travel and trade. The presence of indigenous peoples
as enemies to vanquish or allies to befriend, along with the vastness
of the land, complicated the picture, as did the promise of unlimited
wealth. In Europe, meanwhile, the formation and re-formation of
boundaries could last centuries, as ancient entitlements clashed with
evolving economic conditions and changing political views and juridical
doctrines regarding how land could be acquired and maintained.
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Herzog demonstrates that the same fundamental questions had to be
addressed in Europe and in the Americas. Territorial control was
always subject to negotiation, as neighbors and outsiders, in their
quotidian interactions, carved out and defended new frontiers of
possession.
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Atatürk in the Nazi Imagination
Stefan Ihrig

Early in his career, Hitler took inspiration from Mussolini
—this fact is widely known. But an equally important role
model for Hitler has been neglected: Atatürk, the founder
of modern Turkey, who inspired Hitler to remake
Germany along nationalist, secular, totalitarian, and
ethnically exclusive lines. Stefan Ihrig tells this
compelling story.
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Early in his career, Adolf Hitler took inspiration from Benito Mussolini,
his senior colleague in fascism—this fact is widely known. But an
equally important role model for Hitler and the Nazis has been almost
entirely neglected: Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the founder of modern
Turkey. Stefan Ihrig’s compelling presentation of this untold story
promises to rewrite our understanding of the roots of Nazi ideology
and strategy.
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Hitler was deeply interested in Turkish affairs after 1919. He not only
admired but also sought to imitate Atatürk’s radical construction of a
new nation from the ashes of defeat in World War I. Hitler and the
Nazis watched closely as Atatürk defied the Western powers to seize
government, and they modeled the Munich putsch to a large degree
on Atatürk’s rebellion in Ankara. Hitler later remarked that in the
political aftermath of the Great War, Atatürk was his master, he and
Mussolini his students.
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This was no fading fascination. As the Nazis struggled through the
1920s, Atatürk remained Hitler’s “star in the darkness,” his inspiration
for remaking Germany along nationalist, secular, totalitarian, and
ethnically exclusive lines. Nor did it escape Hitler’s notice how
ruthlessly Turkish governments had dealt with Armenian and Greek
minorities, whom influential Nazis directly compared with German
Jews. The new Turkey became a model for the Nazis’ plans and
dreams in the years leading up to the invasion of Poland.
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Thinking Small
The United States and the Lure of Community Development
Daniel Immerwahr

Daniel Immerwahr tells how the United States sought to
rescue the world from poverty through small-scale,
community-based approaches. He also sounds a warning:
such strategies, now again in vogue, have been tried
before, alongside grander moderization schemes—with
often disastrous consequences as self-help gave way to
crushing local oppression.

Thinking Small tells the story of how the United States sought to
rescue the world from poverty through small-scale, community-based
approaches. And it also sounds a warning: such strategies, now again
in vogue, have been tried before, with often disastrous consequences.
It is common for historians to interpret the United States’ postwar
development campaigns as ill-advised attempts to impose modernity
upon poorer nations. The small-scale projects that are popular today
mark a retreat from that top-down, heavy-handed approach. But
Daniel Immerwahr shows that community-based development is
nothing new: it has been present since the origins of international
development practice, existing alongside—and sometimes at the heart
of—grander schemes to modernize the global South. His transnational
study follows a set of strange bedfellows—the Peace Corps and the
CIA, Mohandas Gandhi and Ferdinand Marcos, antipoverty activists
and Cold Warriors—united by their conviction that development should
not be about engineers building dams but about communities shaping
their own fates. The programs they designed covered hundreds of
millions of people in some sixty countries, eventually making their way
back to the United States itself during the War on Poverty.
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Yet the hope that small communities might lift themselves up was
often disappointed, as self-help gave way to crushing forms of local
oppression. Thinking Small challenges those who hope to eradicate
poverty to think twice about the risks as well as the benefits of
community development.
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The Struggle for Pakistan
A Muslim Homeland and Global Politics
Ayesha Jalal

In a probing biography of her native land, Ayesha Jalal
provides a unique insider’s assessment of how the
nuclear-armed Muslim nation of Pakistan evolved into a
country besieged by military domination and militant
religious extremism, and explains why its dilemmas
weigh so heavily on prospects for peace in the region.

Established as a homeland for India’s Muslims in 1947, Pakistan’s
tumultuous history has unfolded in the vortex of dire regional and
international conflicts. Beset by assassinations, coups, ethnic strife,
and the breakaway of Bangladesh in 1971, its quest for identity and
survival has led too often to religious extremism and military
authoritarianism. Now, in a probing biography of her native land amid
the throes of global change, Ayesha Jalal provides an insider’s
assessment of how this nuclear-armed Muslim nation evolved as it did
and explains why its dilemmas weigh so heavily on prospects for
peace in the region.
Attentive to Pakistan’s external relations as well as its internal
dynamics, Jalal shows how the vexed relationship with the United
States, border disputes with Afghanistan in the west, and the conflict
with India over Kashmir in the east have played into the hands of the
generals who purchased security at the cost of strong democratic
institutions. Combined with domestic ethnic and regional rivalries,
such pressures have created a siege mentality that encourages
military domination and militant extremism.
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Since 9/11, the country has been widely portrayed as a breeding
ground for Islamic terrorism. Assessing the threats posed by Al-Qaeda
and the Taliban as American troops withdraw from Afghanistan, Jalal
contends that the battle for Pakistan’s soul is far from over. Her
definitive biography reveals how pluralism and democracy continue to
struggle for a place in this Muslim homeland, where they are so
essential to its future.
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The Byzantine Republic
People and Power in New Rome
Anthony Kaldellis

Scholars have long claimed that the Eastern Roman
Empire, a Christian theocracy, bore little resemblance to
ancient Rome. Here, Anthony Kaldellis reconnects
Byzantium to its Roman roots, arguing that it was
essentially a republic, with power exercised on behalf of,
and sometimes by, Greek-speaking citizens who
considered themselves fully Roman.
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Although Byzantium is known to history as the Eastern Roman Empire,
scholars have long claimed that this Greek Christian theocracy bore
little resemblance to Rome. Here, in a revolutionary model of
Byzantine politics and society, Anthony Kaldellis reconnects Byzantium
to its Roman roots, arguing that from the fifth to the twelfth centuries
CE the Eastern Roman Empire was essentially a republic, with power
exercised on behalf of the people and sometimes by them too. The
Byzantine Republic recovers for the historical record a less autocratic,
more populist Byzantium whose Greek-speaking citizens considered
themselves as fully Roman as their Latin-speaking “ancestors.”
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Kaldellis shows that the idea of Byzantium as a rigid imperial
theocracy is a misleading construct of Western historians since the
Enlightenment. With court proclamations often draped in Christian
rhetoric, the notion of divine kingship emerged as a way to disguise
the inherent vulnerability of each regime. The legitimacy of the
emperors was not predicated on an absolute right to the throne but on
the popularity of individual emperors, whose grip on power was
tenuous despite the stability of the imperial institution itself. Kaldellis
examines the overlooked Byzantine concept of the polity, along with
the complex relationship of emperors to the law and the ways they
bolstered their popular acceptance and avoided challenges. The
rebellions that periodically rocked the empire were not aberrations, he
shows, but an essential part of the functioning of the republican
monarchy.
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Men to Devils, Devils to Men
Japanese War Crimes and Chinese Justice
Barak Kushner

The Japanese Army committed numerous atrocities
during its pitiless campaigns in China from 1931 to 1945.
Focusing on the trials of Japanese war criminals, Barak
Kushner analyzes the political maneuvering and
propagandizing in both China and Japan that would roil
East Asian relations throughout the Cold War, with
repercussions still felt today.

The Japanese Army committed numerous atrocities during its pitiless
campaigns in China from 1931 to 1945. When the Chinese emerged
victorious with the Allies at the end of World War II, many seemed
ready to exact retribution for these crimes. Rather than resort to
violence, however, they chose to deal with their former enemy
through legal and diplomatic means. Focusing on the trials of, and
policies toward, Japanese war criminals in the postwar period, Men to
Devils, Devils to Men analyzes the complex political maneuvering
between China and Japan that shaped East Asian realpolitik during the
Cold War.
Barak Kushner examines how factions of Nationalists and Communists
within China structured the war crimes trials in ways meant to
strengthen their competing claims to political rule. On the
international stage, both China and Japan propagandized the
tribunals, promoting or blocking them for their own advantage. Both
nations vied to prove their justness to the world: competing groups in
China by emphasizing their magnanimous policy toward the Japanese;
Japan by openly cooperating with postwar democratization initiatives.
At home, however, Japan allowed the legitimacy of the war crimes
trials to be questioned in intense debates that became a formidable
force in postwar Japanese politics.
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In uncovering the different ways the pursuit of justice for Japanese
war crimes influenced Sino-Japanese relations in the postwar years,
Men to Devils, Devils to Men reveals a Cold War dynamic that still roils
East Asian relations today.
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Cold War Crucible
The Korean Conflict and the Postwar World
Masuda Hajimu

After World War II, the major powers faced social
upheaval at home and anti-colonial wars around the
globe. Alarmed by conflict in Korea that could change U.
S.-Soviet relations from chilly to nuclear, ordinary people
and policymakers created a fantasy of a bipolar Cold War
world in which global and domestic order was
paramount, Masuda Hajimu shows.
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The end of World War II did not mean the arrival of peace. The major
powers faced social upheaval at home, while anti-colonial wars
erupted around the world. American-Soviet relations grew chilly, but
the meaning of the rivalry remained disputable. Cold War Crucible
reveals the Korean War as the catalyst for a new postwar order. The
conflict led people to believe in the Cold War as a dangerous reality, a
belief that would define the fears of two generations.
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In the international arena, North Korea’s aggression was widely
interpreted as the beginning of World War III. At the domestic level,
the conflict generated a wartime logic that created dividing lines
between “us” and “them,” precipitating waves of social purges to stifle
dissent. The United States allowed McCarthyism to take root; Britain
launched anti-labor initiatives; Japan conducted its Red Purge; and
China cracked down on counterrevolutionaries. These attempts to
restore domestic tranquility were not a product of the Cold War,
Masuda Hajimu shows, but driving forces in creating a mindset for it.
Alarmed by the idea of enemies from within and faced with the notion
of a bipolar conflict that could quickly go from chilly to nuclear,
ordinary people and policymakers created a fantasy of a Cold War
world in which global and domestic order was paramount.
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In discovering how policymaking and popular opinion combined to
establish and propagate the new postwar reality, Cold War Crucible
offers a history that reorients our understanding of what the Cold War
really was.
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Taming Manhattan
Environmental Battles in the Antebellum City
Catherine McNeur

From 1815 to 1865, as city blocks encroached on
farmland
to
accommodate
Manhattan’s
exploding
population, prosperous New Yorkers developed new
ideas about what an urban environment should contain—
ideas that poorer immigrants resisted. As Catherine
McNeur shows, taming Manhattan came at the cost of
amplifying environmental and economic disparities.

BOOK DETAILS
NOVEMBER

With pigs roaming the streets and cows foraging in the Battery,
antebellum Manhattan would have been unrecognizable to inhabitants
of today’s sprawling metropolis. Fruits and vegetables came from
small market gardens in the city, and manure piled high on streets
and docks was gold to nearby farmers. But as Catherine McNeur
reveals in this environmental history of Gotham, a battle to control the
boundaries between city and country was already being waged, and
the winners would take dramatic steps to outlaw New York’s wild side.
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Between 1815 and 1865, as city blocks encroached on farmland and
undeveloped space to accommodate an exploding population,
prosperous New Yorkers and their poorer neighbors developed very
different ideas about what the city environment should contain. With
Manhattan’s image, health, and property values on their minds, the
upper classes fought to eliminate urban agriculture and livestock,
upgrade sanitation, build new neighborhoods, demolish shantytowns,
create parks, and generally improve the sights and smells of city
living. Poor New Yorkers, especially immigrants, resisted many of
these changes, which threatened their way of life.
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By the time the Civil War erupted, bourgeois reform appeared to be
succeeding. City government promised to regulate what seemed most
ungovernable about urban habitation: the scourge of epidemics and
fires, unending filth, and deepening poverty. Yet in privileging the
priorities of well-heeled New Yorkers, Manhattan was tamed at the
cost of amplifying environmental and economic disparities, as the
Draft Riots of 1863 would soon demonstrate.
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Presidents and Their Generals
An American History of Command in War
Matthew Moten

Since 1945, as the U.S. has engaged in near-constant
“wars of choice” with limited congressional oversight,
the executive and armed services have shared primary
responsibility for often ill-defined objectives, strategies,
and benefits. Matthew Moten shows the significance of
negotiations between presidents and the generals allied
with them.
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Since World War II, the United States has been engaged in nearconstant military conflict abroad, often with ill-defined objectives,
ineffectual strategy, and uncertain benefits. In this era of limited
congressional oversight and “wars of choice,” the executive and the
armed services have shared the primary responsibility for making war.
The negotiations between presidents and their generals thus grow
ever more significant, and understanding them becomes essential.
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Matthew Moten traces a sweeping history of the evolving roles of
civilian and military leaders in conducting war, demonstrating how war
strategy and national security policy shifted as political and military
institutions developed, and how they were shaped by leaders’
personalities. Early presidents established the principle of military
subordination to civil government, and from the Civil War to World
War II the president’s role as commander-in-chief solidified, with an
increasingly professionalized military offering its counsel. But General
Douglas MacArthur’s insubordination to President Harry Truman during
the Korean War put political-military tensions on public view.
Subsequent presidents selected generals who would ally themselves
with administration priorities. Military commanders in Vietnam, Iraq,
and Afghanistan did just that—and the results were poorly conceived
policy and badly executed strategy.
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The most effective historical collaborations between presidents and
their generals were built on mutual respect for military expertise and
civilian authority, and a willingness to negotiate with candor and
competence. Upon these foundations, future soldiers and statesmen
can ensure effective decision-making in the event of war and bring us
closer to the possibility of peace.
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The Royalist Revolution
Monarchy and the American Founding
Eric Nelson

The founding fathers were rebels against the British
Parliament, Eric Nelson argues, not the Crown. As a
result of their labors, the 1787 Constitution assigned its
new president far more power than any British monarch
had wielded for 100 years. On one side of the Atlantic
were kings without monarchy; on the other, monarchy
without kings.
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Generations of students have been taught that the American
Revolution was a revolt against royal tyranny. In this revisionist
account, Eric Nelson argues that a great many of our “founding
fathers” saw themselves as rebels against the British Parliament, not
the Crown. The Royalist Revolution interprets the patriot campaign of
the 1770s as an insurrection in favor of royal power—driven by the
conviction that the Lords and Commons had usurped the just
prerogatives of the monarch.
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Leading patriots believed that the colonies were the king’s own to
govern, and they urged George III to defy Parliament and rule
directly. These theorists were proposing to turn back the clock on the
English constitution, rejecting the Whig settlement that had secured
the supremacy of Parliament after the Glorious Revolution. Instead,
they embraced the political theory of those who had waged the last
great campaign against Parliament’s “usurpations”: the reviled Stuart
monarchs of the seventeenth century.
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When it came time to design the state and federal constitutions, the
very same figures who had defended this expansive conception of
royal authority—John Adams, Alexander Hamilton, James Wilson, and
their allies—returned to the fray as champions of a single executive
vested with sweeping prerogatives. As a result of their labors, the
Constitution of 1787 would assign its new president far more power
than any British monarch had wielded for over a hundred years. On
one side of the Atlantic, Nelson concludes, there would be kings
without monarchy; on the other, monarchy without kings.
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Reading Lucretius in the Renaissance
Ada Palmer

Ada Palmer explores how Renaissance poets and
philologists, not scientists, rescued Lucretius and his
atomism theory. This heterodoxy circulated in the
premodern world, not on the conspicuous stage of heresy
trials and public debates but in the classrooms, libraries,
studies, and bookshops where quiet scholars met
transformative ideas.

After its rediscovery in 1417, Lucretius’s Epicurean didactic poem De
Rerum Natura threatened to supply radicals and atheists with the one
weapon unbelief had lacked in the Middle Ages: good answers.
Scholars could now challenge Christian patterns of thought by
employing the theory of atomistic physics, a sophisticated system that
explained natural phenomena without appeal to divine participation,
and argued powerfully against the immortality of the soul, the
afterlife, and a creator God.
Ada Palmer explores how Renaissance readers, such as Machiavelli,
Pomponio Leto, and Montaigne, actually ingested and disseminated
Lucretius, and the ways in which this process of reading transformed
modern thought. She uncovers humanist methods for reconciling
Christian and pagan philosophy, and shows how ideas of emergent
order and natural selection, so critical to our current thinking, became
embedded in Europe’s intellectual landscape before the seventeenth
century. This heterodoxy circulated in the premodern world, not on
the conspicuous stage of heresy trials and public debates, but in the
classrooms, libraries, studies, and bookshops where quiet scholars
met the ideas that would soon transform the world. Renaissance
readers—poets and philologists rather than scientists—were moved by
their love of classical literature to rescue Lucretius and his atomism,
thereby injecting his theories back into scientific discourse.
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Palmer employs a new quantitative method for analyzing marginalia in
manuscripts and printed books, exposing how changes in scholarly
reading practices over the course of the sixteenth century gradually
expanded Europe’s receptivity to radical science, setting the stage for
the scientific revolution.
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Between Land and Sea
The Atlantic Coast and the Transformation of New England
Christopher L. Pastore

Christopher Pastore traces how Narragansett Bay’s
ecology shaped the contours of European habitation,
trade, and resource use, and how littoral settlers in turn,
over two centuries, transformed a marshy fractal of
water and earth into a clearly defined coastline, which
proved less able to absorb the blows of human initiative
and natural variation.

One of the largest estuaries on the North Atlantic coast, Narragansett
Bay served as a gateway for colonial expansion in the seventeenth
century and the birthplace of American industrialization in the late
eighteenth. Christopher Pastore presents an environmental history of
this watery corner of the Atlantic world, beginning with the first
European settlement in 1636 and ending with the dissolution of the
Blackstone Canal Company in 1849. Between Land and Sea traces
how the Bay’s complex ecology shaped the contours of European
habitation, trade, and resource use, and how littoral settlers in turn
reconfigured the physical and cultural boundaries between humans
and nature.
Narragansett Bay emerges in Pastore’s account as much more than a
geological formation. Rather, he reimagines the nexus of land and sea
as a brackish borderland shaped by the tension between what English
settlers saw as improvable land and the perpetual forces of the North
Atlantic Ocean. By draining swamps, damming rivers, and digging
canals, settlers transformed a marshy coastal margin into a clearly
defined edge. The resultant “coastline” proved less resilient, less able
to absorb the blows of human initiative and natural variation than the
soggy fractal of water and earth it replaced.
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Today, as sea levels rise and superstorms batter coasts with
increasing ferocity, Between Land and Sea calls on the
environmentally-minded to make a space in their notions of progress
for impermanence and uncertainty in the natural world.
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The Yellow River
The Problem of Water in Modern China
David A. Pietz

In the Maoist years the North China Plain was reengineered to use every drop of water for irrigation and
hydroelectricity. As David Pietz shows, China’s urban
growth,
industrial
expansion,
and
agricultural
intensification rested on compromised water resources,
with effects that cast a long shadow over China’s future
course as a global power.

Flowing through the heart of the North China Plain—home to 200
million people—the Yellow River sustains one of China’s core regions.
Yet this vital water supply has become highly vulnerable in recent
decades, with potentially serious repercussions for China’s economic,
social, and political stability. The Yellow River is an investigative
expedition to the source of China’s contemporary water crisis,
mapping the confluence of forces that have shaped the predicament
that the world’s most populous nation now faces in managing its water
reserves.
Chinese governments have long struggled to maintain ecological
stability along the Yellow River, undertaking ambitious programs of
canal and dike construction to mitigate the effects of recurrent
droughts and floods. But particularly during the Maoist years the North
China Plain was radically re-engineered to utilize every drop of water
for irrigation and hydroelectric generation. As David A. Pietz shows,
Maoist water management from 1949 to 1976 cast a long shadow
over the reform period, beginning in 1978. Rapid urban growth,
industrial expansion, and agricultural intensification over the past
three decades of China’s economic boom have been realized on a
water resource base that was acutely compromised, with effects that
have been more difficult and costly to overcome with each passing
decade. Chronicling this complex legacy, The Yellow River provides
important insight into how water challenges will affect China’s course
as a twenty-first-century global power.
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Policing Sexuality
The Mann Act and the Making of the FBI
Jessica R. Pliley

Jessica Pliley links the crusade against sex trafficking to
the FBI’s growth into a formidable law agency that
cooperated with states and municipalities in pursuit of
offenders. The Bureau intervened in squabbles on behalf
of men intent on monitoring their wives and daughters
and imprisoned prostitutes while seldom prosecuting
their male clients.
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America’s first anti–sex trafficking law, the 1910 Mann Act, made it
illegal to transport women over state lines for prostitution “or any
other immoral purpose.” It was meant to protect women and girls
from being seduced or sold into sexual slavery. But, as Jessica Pliley
illustrates, its enforcement resulted more often in the policing of
women’s sexual behavior, reflecting conservative attitudes toward
women’s roles at home and their movements in public. By citing its
mandate to halt illicit sexuality, the fledgling Bureau of Investigation
gained entry not only into brothels but also into private bedrooms and
justified its own expansion.
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Policing Sexuality links the crusade against sex trafficking to the rapid
growth of the Bureau from a few dozen agents at the time of the Mann
Act into a formidable law enforcement organization that cooperated
with state and municipal authorities across the nation. In pursuit of
offenders, the Bureau often intervened in domestic squabbles on
behalf of men intent on monitoring their wives and daughters.
Working prostitutes were imprisoned at dramatically increased rates,
while their male clients were seldom prosecuted.
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In upholding the Mann Act, the FBI reinforced sexually conservative
views of the chaste woman and the respectable husband and father. It
built its national power and prestige by expanding its legal authority to
police Americans’ sexuality and by marginalizing the very women it
was charged to protect.
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Racial Reckoning
Prosecuting America's Civil Rights Murders
Renee C. Romano

Few whites who violently resisted the civil rights
struggle were charged with crimes in the 1950s and
1960s. But the tide of changed in 1994, and more than
one hundred murder cases have been reopened, resulting
in over a dozen trials. Yet, as Renee C. Romano shows,
addressing the nation’s troubled racial past will require
more than legal justice.
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Few whites who violently resisted the civil rights struggle were
charged with crimes in the 1950s and 1960s. But the tide of a longdeferred justice began to change in 1994, when a Mississippi jury
convicted Byron De La Beckwith for the 1963 murder of Medgar Evers.
Since then, more than one hundred murder cases have been
reopened, resulting in more than a dozen trials. But how much did
these public trials contribute to a public reckoning with America’s
racist past? Racial Reckoning investigates that question, along with
the political pressures and cultural forces that compelled the legal
system to revisit these decades-old crimes.
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Renee C. Romano brings readers into the courthouse for the trials of
the civil rights era’s most infamous killings, including the Birmingham
church bombing and the triple murder of Andrew Goodman, James
Chaney, and Mickey Schwerner. The activists who succeeded in
reopening these cases hoped that bringing those responsible to justice
would serve to highlight the state-sanctioned racism that had
condoned the killings and the lingering effects of racial violence.
Courtroom procedures, however, worked against a deeper exploration
of the state’s complicity in murder or a full accounting of racial
injustices, past or present. Yet the media and a new generation of
white southerners—a different breed from the dying Klansmen on trial
—saw the convictions as proof of the politically rehabilitated South and
stamped “case closed” on America’s legacy of violent racism. Romano
shows why addressing the nation’s troubled racial past will require
more than legal justice.
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Stuff and Money in the Time of the French
Revolution
Rebecca L. Spang

Rebecca L. Spang, who revolutionized our understanding
of the restaurant, has written a new history of money. It
is also a new history of the French Revolution, with
economics at its heart. In her telling, radicalization was
driven by an ever-widening gap between political ideals—
including “freedom of money”—and the harsh realities of
daily life.
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Rebecca L. Spang, who revolutionized our understanding of the
restaurant, has written a new history of money. It uses one of the
most infamous examples of monetary innovation, the assignats—a
currency initially defined by French revolutionaries as “circulating
land”—to demonstrate that money is as much a social and political
mediator as it is an economic instrument. Following the assignats from
creation to abandonment, Spang shows them to be subject to the
same slippages between policies and practice, intentions and
outcomes, as other human inventions.
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But Spang’s book is also a new history of the French Revolution, one
in which radicalization was driven by an ever-widening gap between
political ideals and the realities of daily life. Money played a critical
role in creating this gulf. Wed to the idea that liberty required
economic deregulation as well as political freedom, revolutionary
legislators extended the notion of free trade to include “freedom of
money.” The consequences were disastrous. Backed neither by the
weight of tradition nor by the state that issued them, the assignats
could not be a functioning currency. Ever reluctant to interfere in the
workings of the market, lawmakers thought changes to the material
form of the assignats should suffice to enhance their credibility. Their
hopes were disappointed, and the Revolution spiraled out of control.
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Stuff and Money in the Time of the French Revolution restores
economics, in the broadest sense, to its rightful place at the heart of
the Revolution and hence to that of modern politics.
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Asia Inside Out
Changing Times
Edited by Eric Tagliacozzo, Helen F. Siu, and Peter C. Perdue

The first of three volumes surveying the historical,
spatial,
and
human
dimensions
of
inter-Asian
connections, Asia Inside Out: Changing Times brings into
focus the dynamic networks that have linked peoples
from Japan to Yemen over the past five centuries. Each
author examines a single year or decade that redefined
Asia.

The first of three volumes surveying the historical, spatial, and human
dimensions of inter-Asian connections, Asia Inside Out: Changing
Times brings into focus the diverse networks and dynamic
developments that have linked peoples from Japan to Yemen over the
past five centuries.
Each author examines an unnoticed moment—a single year or decade
—that redefined Asia in some important way. Heidi Walcher explores
the founding of the Safavid dynasty in the crucial battle of 1501, while
Peter C. Perdue investigates New World silver’s role in SinoPortuguese and Sino-Mongolian relations after 1557. Victor Lieberman
synthesizes imperial changes in Russia, Burma, Japan, and North
India in the seventeenth century, Charles Wheeler focuses on Zen
Buddhism in Vietnam to 1683, and Kerry Ward looks at trade in
Pondicherry, India, in 1745. Nancy Um traces coffee exports from
Yemen in 1636 and 1726, and Robert Hellyer follows tea exports from
Japan to global markets in 1874. Anand Yang analyzes the diary of an
Indian soldier who fought in China in 1900, and Eric Tagliacozzo
portrays the fragility of Dutch colonialism in 1910. Andrew Willford
delineates the erosion of cosmopolitan Bangalore in the mid-twentieth
century, and Naomi Hosoda relates the problems faced by Filipino
workers in Dubai in the twenty-first.
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Moving beyond traditional demarcations such as West, East, South,
and Southeast Asia, this interdisciplinary study underscores the
fluidity and contingency of trans-Asian social, cultural, economic, and
political interactions. It also provides an analytically nuanced and
empirically rich understanding of the legacies of Asian globalization.
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The Sacred Routes of Uyghur History
Rian Thum

For 250 years the Turkic Muslims of Tibet, who call
themselves Uyghurs today, have cultivated a sense of
history and identity that challenges Beijing’s national
narrative. The roots of this history run deeper than
recent conflicts, Rian Thum says, to a time when
manuscripts and pilgrimage along the Silk Road
dominated understandings of the past.

For 250 years, the Turkic Muslims of Altishahr—the vast desert region
to the northwest of Tibet—have led an uneasy existence under
Chinese rule. Today they call themselves Uyghurs, and they have
cultivated a sense of history and identity that challenges Beijing’s
official national narrative. Rian Thum argues that the roots of this
history run deeper than recent conflicts, to a time when manuscripts
and pilgrimage dominated understandings of the past. Beyond
broadening our knowledge of tensions between the Uyghurs and the
Chinese government, this meditation on the very concept of history
probes the limits of human interaction with the past.
Uyghur historical practice emerged from the circulation of books and
people during the Qing Dynasty, when crowds of pilgrims listened to
history readings at the tombs of Islamic saints. Over time, amid long
journeys and moving rituals, at oasis markets and desert shrines,
ordinary readers adapted community-authored manuscripts to their
own needs. In the process they created a window into a forgotten
Islam, shaped by the veneration of local saints.
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Partly insulated from the rest of the Islamic world, the Uyghurs
constructed a local history that is at once unique and assimilates
elements of Semitic, Iranic, Turkic, and Indic traditions—the cultural
imports of Silk Road travelers. Through both ethnographic and
historical analysis, The Sacred Routes of Uyghur History offers a new
understanding of Uyghur historical practices, detailing the remarkable
means by which this people reckons with its past and confronts its
nationalist aspirations in the present day.
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The Congress of Vienna
Power and Politics after Napoleon
Brian E. Vick

Historians have dismissed the pageantry of the Vienna
Congress as window dressing when compared with the
serious maneuverings of sovereigns and statesmen. By
seeing these two dimensions as interconnected, Brian
Vick reveals how one of the most important diplomatic
summits in history managed to redraw the map of Europe
and the international system.

Convened following Napoleon’s defeat in 1814, the Congress of Vienna
is remembered as much for the pageantry of the royals and elites who
gathered there as for the landmark diplomatic agreements they
brokered. Historians have nevertheless generally dismissed these
spectacular festivities as window dressing when compared with the
serious, behind-the-scenes maneuverings of sovereigns and
statesmen. Brian Vick finds this conventional view shortsighted,
seeing these instead as two interconnected dimensions of politics.
Examining them together yields a more complete picture of how one
of the most important diplomatic summits in history managed to
redraw the map of Europe and the international system of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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The Congress of Vienna investigates the Vienna Congress within a
broad framework of influence networks that included unofficial
opinion-shapers of all kinds, both men and women: artists and
composers, entrepreneurs and writers, hosts and attendees of
fashionable salons. In addition to high-profile negotiation and
diplomatic wrangling over the post-Napoleonic fates of Germany,
Italy, and Poland, Vick brings into focus other understudied yet
significant issues: the African slave trade, Jewish rights, and relations
with Islamic powers such as the Ottoman Empire and Barbary
Corsairs. Challenging the usual portrayal of a reactionary Congress
obsessed with rolling back Napoleon’s liberal reforms, Vick
demonstrates
that
the
Congress’s
promotion
of
limited
constitutionalism, respect for religious and nationality rights, and
humanitarian interventions was influenced as much by liberal currents
as by conservative ones.
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Army and Nation
The Military and Indian Democracy since Independence
Steven I. Wilkinson

Steven I. Wilkinson explores how India has succeeded in
keeping the military out of politics, when so many other
countries have failed. He uncovers the command and
control strategies, the careful ethnic balancing, and the
political, foreign policy, and strategic decisions that have
made the army safe for Indian democracy.

At Indian independence in 1947, the country’s founders worried that
the army India inherited— conservative and dominated by officers and
troops drawn disproportionately from a few “martial” groups—posed a
real threat to democracy. They also saw the structure of the army,
with its recruitment on the basis of caste and religion, as incompatible
with their hopes for a new secular nation.
India has successfully preserved its democracy, however, unlike many
other colonial states that inherited imperial “divide and rule” armies,
and unlike its neighbor Pakistan, which inherited part of the same
Indian army in 1947. As Steven I. Wilkinson shows, the puzzle of how
this happened is even more surprising when we realize that the Indian
Army has kept, and even expanded, many of its traditional “martial
class” units, despite promising at independence to gradually phase
them out.
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Army and Nation draws on uniquely comprehensive data to explore
how and why India has succeeded in keeping the military out of
politics, when so many other countries have failed. It uncovers the
command and control strategies, the careful ethnic balancing, and the
political, foreign policy, and strategic decisions that have made the
army safe for Indian democracy. Wilkinson goes further to ask
whether, in a rapidly changing society, these structures will survive
the current national conflicts over caste and regional representation in
New Delhi, as well as India’s external and strategic challenges.
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Chinese and Americans
A Shared History
Xu Guoqi

Using culture rather than politics or economics as a
reference point, Xu Guoqi highlights significant yet
neglected cultural exchanges in which China and America
have contributed to each other’s national development,
building the foundation of what Zhou Enlai called a
relationship of “equality and mutual benefit.”
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Chinese-American relations are often viewed through the prism of
power rivalry and civilization clash. But China and America’s shared
history is much more than a catalog of conflicts. Using culture rather
than politics or economics as a reference point, Xu Guoqi highlights
significant yet neglected cultural exchanges in which China and
America have contributed to each other’s national development,
building the foundation of what Zhou Enlai called a relationship of
“equality and mutual benefit.”
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Xu begins with the story of Anson Burlingame, Abraham Lincoln’s
ambassador to China, and the 120 Chinese students he played an
crucial role in bringing to America, inaugurating a program of Chinese
international study that continues today. Such educational
crosscurrents moved both ways, as is evident in Xu’s profile of the
remarkable Ge Kunhua, the Chinese poet who helped spearhead
Chinese language teaching in Boston in the 1870s. Xu examines the
contributions of two American scholars to Chinese political and
educational reform in the twentieth century: the law professor Frank
Goodnow, who took in part in making the Yuan Shikai government’s
constitution; and the philosopher John Dewey, who helped promote
Chinese modernization as a visiting scholar at Peking University and
elsewhere. Xu also shows that it was Americans who first introduced
to China the modern Olympic movement, and that China has used
sports ever since to showcase its rise as a global power. These
surprising shared traditions between two nations, Xu argues, provide
the best roadmap for the future of Sino-American relations.
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Invented by Law
Alexander Graham Bell and the Patent That Changed America
Christopher Beauchamp

Christopher Beauchamp debunks the myth of Alexander
Graham Bell as the telephone’s sole inventor, exposing
that story’s origins in the arguments advanced by Bell’s
lawyers during fiercely contested battles for patent
monopoly. The courts anointed Bell father of the
telephone—likely the most consequential intellectual
property right ever granted.
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Alexander Graham Bell’s invention of the telephone in 1876 stands as
one of the great touchstones of American technological achievement.
Bringing a new perspective to this history, Invented by Law examines
the legal battles that raged over Bell’s telephone patent, likely the
most consequential patent right ever granted. To a surprising extent,
Christopher Beauchamp shows, the telephone was as much a creation
of American law as of scientific innovation.
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Beauchamp reconstructs the world of nineteenth-century patent law,
replete with inventors, capitalists, and charlatans, where rival
claimants and political maneuvering loomed large in the contests that
erupted over new technologies. He challenges the popular myth of Bell
as the telephone’s sole inventor, exposing that story’s origins in the
arguments advanced by Bell’s lawyers. More than anyone else, it was
the courts that anointed Bell father of the telephone, granting him a
patent
monopoly
that
decisively
shaped
the
American
telecommunications industry for a century to come. Beauchamp
investigates the sources of Bell’s legal primacy in the United States,
and looks across the Atlantic, to Britain, to consider how another legal
system handled the same technology in very different ways.
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Exploring complex questions of ownership and legal power raised by
the invention of important new technologies, Invented by Law
recovers a forgotten history with wide relevance for today’s patent
crisis.
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Hate Crimes in Cyberspace
Danielle Keats Citron

Some see the Internet as a Wild West where those who
venture online must be thick-skinned enough to endure
verbal attacks in the name of free speech protection.
Danielle Keats Citron rejects this view. Cyber-harassment
is a matter of civil rights law, and legal precedents as
well as social norms of decency and civility must be
leveraged to stop it.

Most Internet users are familiar with trolling—aggressive, foulmouthed posts designed to elicit angry responses in a site’s
comments. Less familiar but far more serious is the way some use
networked technologies to target real people, subjecting them, by
name and address, to vicious, often terrifying, online abuse. In an indepth investigation of a problem that is too often trivialized by
lawmakers and the media, Danielle Keats Citron exposes the startling
extent of personal cyber-attacks and proposes practical, lawful ways
to prevent and punish online harassment. A refutation of those who
claim that these attacks are legal, or at least impossible to stop, Hate
Crimes in Cyberspace reveals the serious emotional, professional, and
financial harms incurred by victims.
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Persistent online attacks disproportionately target women and
frequently include detailed fantasies of rape as well as reputationruining lies and sexually explicit photographs. And if dealing with a
single attacker’s “revenge porn” were not enough, harassing posts
that make their way onto social media sites often feed on one
another, turning lone instigators into cyber-mobs.
Hate Crimes in Cyberspace rejects the view of the Internet as an
anarchic Wild West, where those who venture online must be thickskinned enough to endure all manner of verbal assault in the name of
free speech protection, no matter how distasteful or abusive. Cyberharassment is a matter of civil rights law, Citron contends, and legal
precedents as well as social norms of decency and civility must be
leveraged to stop it.
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The First Amendment Bubble
How Privacy and Paparazzi Threaten a Free Press
Amy Gajda

For decades, privacy took a back seat to the public’s right
to know. But as the Internet and changing journalism
have made it harder to distinguish news from titillation,
U.S. courts are showing new resolve in protecting
individuals from invasive media scrutiny. As Amy Gajda
shows, this judicial backlash is now impinging on
mainstream journalists.
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In determining the news that’s fit to print, U.S. courts have
traditionally declined to second-guess professional journalists. But in
an age when news, entertainment, and new media outlets are
constantly pushing the envelope of acceptable content, the consensus
over press freedoms is eroding. The First Amendment Bubble
examines how unbridled media are endangering the constitutional
privileges journalists gained in the past century.
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For decades, judges have generally affirmed that individual privacy
takes a back seat to the public’s right to know. But the growth of the
Internet and the resulting market pressures on traditional journalism
have made it ever harder to distinguish public from private, news from
titillation, journalists from provocateurs. Is a television program that
outs criminals or a website that posts salacious videos entitled to First
Amendment protections based on newsworthiness? U.S. courts are
increasingly inclined to answer no, demonstrating new resolve in
protecting individuals from invasive media scrutiny and enforcing their
own sense of the proper boundaries of news.
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This judicial backlash now extends beyond ethically dubious purveyors
of infotainment, to mainstream journalists, who are seeing their ability
to investigate crime and corruption curtailed. Yet many—heedless of
judicial demands for accountability—continue to push for ever broader
constitutional privileges. In so doing, Amy Gajda warns, they may be
creating a First Amendment bubble that will rupture in the courts, with
disastrous consequences for conventional news.
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The Eternal Criminal Record
James B. Jacobs

For 60 million Americans a criminal record overshadows
everything else about their identity. Citizens have a right
to know when someone around them represents a threat.
But convicted persons have rights too. James Jacobs
examines the problem of erroneous records and proposes
ways to eliminate discrimination for those who have
been rehabilitated.
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For over sixty million Americans, possessing a criminal record
overshadows everything else about their public identity. A rap sheet,
or even a court appearance or background report that reveals a run-in
with the law, can have fateful consequences for a person’s interactions
with just about everyone else. The Eternal Criminal Record makes
transparent an all-pervading system of police databases and identityscreening that has become a routine feature of American life.
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The United States is unique in making criminal information easy to
obtain by employers, landlords, neighbors, even cyberstalkers. Its
nationally integrated rap-sheet system is second to none as an
effective law enforcement tool, but it has also facilitated the transfer
of ever-more sensitive information into the public domain. While there
are good reasons for a person’s criminal past to be public knowledge,
records of arrests that fail to result in convictions are of questionable
benefit. Simply by placing someone under arrest, a police officer has
the power to tag a person with a legal history that effectively
incriminates him or her for life.
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In James Jacobs’s view, law-abiding citizens have a right to know
when individuals in their community or workplace represent a
potential threat. But convicted persons have rights, too. Jacobs closely
examines the problems created by erroneous recordkeeping, critiques
the way the records of individuals who go years without a new
conviction are expunged, and proposes strategies for eliminating
discrimination based on criminal history, such as certifying the records
of those who have demonstrated their rehabilitation.
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The Expressive Powers of Law
Theories and Limits
Richard H. McAdams

Why do people obey the law? Law deters crime by
specifying sanctions, and because people internalize its
authority. But Richard McAdams says law also generates
compliance through its expressive power to coordinate
behavior (traffic laws) and inform beliefs (smoking bans)
—that is, simply by what it says rather than what it
sanctions.
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When asked why people obey the law, legal scholars usually give two
answers. Law deters illicit activities by specifying sanctions, and it
possesses legitimate authority in the eyes of society. Richard
McAdams shifts the prism on this familiar question to offer another
compelling explanation of how the law creates compliance: through its
expressive power to coordinate our behavior and inform our beliefs.
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People seek order, and they sometimes obtain a mutually shared
benefit when each expects the other to behave in accordance with
law. Traffic regulations, for example, coordinate behavior by
expressing an orderly means of driving. A traffic sign that tells one
driver to yield to another creates expectations in the minds of both
drivers and so allows each to avoid collision. McAdams generalizes
from traffic to constitutional and international law and many other
domains. In addition to its coordinating function, law expresses
information. Legislation reveals something important about the risks
of the behavior being regulated, and social attitudes toward it. Antismoking laws, for example, signal both the lawmakers’ recognition of
the health risks associated with smoking and the public’s general
disapproval. This information causes individuals to update their beliefs
and alter their behavior.
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McAdams shows how an expressive theory explains the law’s
sometimes puzzling efficacy, as when tribunals are able to resolve
disputes even though they lack coercive power or legitimacy. The
Expressive Powers of Law contributes to our understanding of the
mechanisms by which law—simply by what it says rather than what it
sanctions—generates compliance.
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Arresting Contagion
Science, Policy, and Conflicts over Animal Disease Control
Alan L. Olmstead and Paul W. Rhode

Sixty percent of infectious human diseases are shared
with other vertebrates. Alan Olmstead and Paul Rhode
tell how innovations to combat livestock infections—
border control, food inspection, drug regulation, federal
research labs—turned the U.S. into a world leader in
combatting communicable diseases, and remain central
to public health policy.

Over sixty percent of all infectious human diseases, including
tuberculosis, influenza, cholera, and hundreds more, are shared with
other vertebrate animals. Arresting Contagion tells the story of how
early efforts to combat livestock infections turned the United States
from a disease-prone nation into a world leader in controlling
communicable diseases. Alan Olmstead and Paul Rhode show that
many innovations devised in the fight against animal diseases, ranging
from border control and food inspection to drug regulations and the
creation of federal research labs, provided the foundation for modern
food safety programs and remain at the heart of U.S. public health
policy.
America’s first concerted effort to control livestock diseases dates to
the founding of the Bureau of Animal Industry (BAI) in 1884. Because
the BAI represented a milestone in federal regulation of commerce
and industry, the agency encountered major jurisdictional and
constitutional obstacles. Nevertheless, it proved effective in halting
the spread of diseases, counting among its early breakthroughs the
discovery of Salmonella and advances in the understanding of vectorborne diseases.
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By the 1940s, government policies had eliminated several major
animal diseases, saving hundreds of thousands of lives and
establishing a model for eradication that would be used around the
world. Although scientific advances played a key role, government
interventions did as well. Today, a dominant economic ideology frowns
on government regulation of the economy, but the authors argue that
in this case it was an essential force for good.
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The Black Box Society
The Secret Algorithms That Control Money and Information
Frank Pasquale

Every day, corporations are connecting the dots about
our personal behavior—silently scrutinizing clues left
behind by our work habits and Internet use. But who
connects the dots about what firms are doing with all
this information? Frank Pasquale exposes how powerful
interests abuse secrecy for profit and explains ways to
rein them in.
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Every day, corporations are connecting the dots about our personal
behavior—silently scrutinizing clues left behind by our work habits and
Internet use. The data compiled and portraits created are incredibly
detailed, to the point of being invasive. But who connects the dots
about what firms are doing with this information? The Black Box
Society argues that we all need to be able to do so—and to set limits
on how big data affects our lives.
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Hidden algorithms can make (or ruin) reputations, decide the destiny
of entrepreneurs, or even devastate an entire economy. Shrouded in
secrecy and complexity, decisions at major Silicon Valley and Wall
Street firms were long assumed to be neutral and technical. But leaks,
whistleblowers, and legal disputes have shed new light on automated
judgment. Self-serving and reckless behavior is surprisingly common,
and easy to hide in code protected by legal and real secrecy. Even
after billions of dollars of fines have been levied, underfunded
regulators may have only scratched the surface of this troubling
behavior.
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Frank Pasquale exposes how powerful interests abuse secrecy for
profit and explains ways to rein them in. Demanding transparency is
only the first step. An intelligible society would assure that key
decisions of its most important firms are fair, nondiscriminatory, and
open to criticism. Silicon Valley and Wall Street need to accept as
much accountability as they impose on others.
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The Force of Law
Frederick Schauer

Many legal theorists maintain that laws are effective
because we internalize them, obeying even when not
compelled to do so. In a comprehensive reassessment of
the role of force in law, Frederick Schauer disagrees,
demonstrating that coercion, more than internalized
thinking and behaving, distinguishes law from society’s
other rules.
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Many legal theorists maintain that laws are effective because we
internalize them, obeying even when not compelled to do so. In a
comprehensive reassessment of the role of force in law, Frederick
Schauer disagrees, demonstrating that coercion, more than
internalized thinking and behaving, distinguishes law from society’s
other rules.
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Reinvigorating ideas from Jeremy Bentham and John Austin, and
drawing on empirical research as well as philosophical analysis,
Schauer presents an account of legal compliance based on sanction
and compulsion, showing that law’s effectiveness depends
fundamentally on its coercive potential. Law, in short, is about telling
people what to do and threatening them with bad consequences if
they fail to comply. Although people may sometimes obey the law out
of deference to legal authority rather than fear of sanctions, Schauer
challenges the assumption that legal coercion is marginal in society.
Force is more pervasive than the state’s efforts to control a minority of
disobedient citizens. When people believe that what they should do
differs from what the law commands, compliance is less common than
assumed, and the necessity of coercion becomes apparent.
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Challenging prevailing modes of jurisprudential inquiry, Schauer
makes clear that the question of legal force has sociological,
psychological, political, and economic dimensions that transcend
purely conceptual concerns. Grappling with the legal system’s
dependence on force helps us understand what law is, how it
operates, and how it helps organize society.
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Corruption in America
From Benjamin Franklin’s Snuff Box to Citizens United
Zephyr Teachout

When Louis XVI gave Ben Franklin a diamond-encrusted
snuffbox, the gift troubled Americans: it threatened to
corrupt him by clouding his judgment. By contrast, in
2010 the Supreme Court gave corporations the right to
spend unlimited money to influence elections. Zephyr
Teachout shows that Citizens United was both bad law
and bad history.
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When Louis XVI presented Benjamin Franklin with a snuff box
encrusted with diamonds and inset with the King’s portrait, the gift
troubled Americans: it threatened to “corrupt” Franklin by clouding his
judgment or altering his attitude toward the French in subtle
psychological ways. This broad understanding of political corruption—
rooted in ideals of civic virtue—was a driving force at the
Constitutional Convention.
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For two centuries the framers’ ideas about corruption flourished in the
courts, even in the absence of clear rules governing voters, civil
officers, and elected officials. Should a law that was passed by a state
legislature be overturned because half of its members were bribed?
What kinds of lobbying activity were corrupt, and what kinds were
legal? When does an implicit promise count as bribery? In the 1970s
the U.S. Supreme Court began to narrow the definition of corruption,
and the meaning has since changed dramatically. No case makes that
clearer than Citizens United.

360 PAGES
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In January 2010, one of the most consequential Court decisions in
American political history gave wealthy corporations the right to spend
unlimited money to influence elections. Justice Anthony Kennedy,
writing for the majority, treated corruption as a narrow concept,
nothing more than explicit bribery. Since then, SuperPAC spending
has transformed American politics for the worse. Citizens United was
not just bad law but bad history, Zephyr Teachout warns. If the
American experiment in self-government is to have a future, then we
must revive the traditional meaning of corruption and embrace an old
ideal.
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The Annotated Wuthering Heights
Emily Brontë
Edited by Janet Gezari

Illustrated with many color images, The Annotated
Wuthering Heights provides those encountering the
novel for the first time, as well as those returning to it,
with a wide array of contexts in which to read Emily
Brontë’s romantic masterpiece, which has been called
“the most beautiful, most profoundly violent love story of
all time.”

Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights has been called "the most beautiful,
most profoundly violent love story of all time.” At its center are
Catherine and Heathcliff, and the self-contained world of Wuthering
Heights, Thrushcross Grange, and the wild Yorkshire moors that the
characters inhabit. “I am Heathcliff,” Catherine declares. In her
introduction Janet Gezari examines Catherine’s assertion and in her
notes maps it to questions that flicker like stars in the novel’s dark
dreamscape. How do we determine who and what we are? What do
the people closest to us contribute to our sense of identity?
The Annotated Wuthering Heights provides those encountering the
novel for the first time¬—as well as those returning to it—with a wide
array of contexts in which to read Brontë’s romantic masterpiece.
Gezari explores the philosophical, historical, economic, political, and
religious contexts of the novel and its connections with Brontë’s other
writing, particularly her poems. The annotations unpack Brontë’s
allusions to the Bible, Shakespeare, and her other reading; elucidate
her references to topics including folklore, educational theory, and
slavery; translate the thick Yorkshire dialect of Joseph, the surly,
bigoted manservant at the Heights; and help with other difficult or
unfamiliar words and phrases.
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110 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
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Handsomely illustrated with many color images that vividly recreate
both Brontë’s world and the earlier Yorkshire setting of her novel, this
newly edited and annotated text will delight and instruct the scholar
and general reader alike.
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The Poet Edgar Allan Poe
Alien Angel
Jerome McGann

Jerome McGann takes his readers on a spirited tour
through a wide range of Poe’s verse as well as the critical
and theoretical writings in which he laid out his arresting
ideas about poetry and poetics. In a bold reassessment,
McGann argues that Poe belongs alongside Whitman and
Dickinson as a foundational American poet and cultural
presence.
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OCTOBER

The poetry of Edgar Allan Poe has had a rough ride in America, as
Emerson’s sneering quip about “The Jingle Man” testifies. That these
poems have never lacked a popular audience has been a persistent
annoyance in academic and literary circles; that they attracted the
admiration of innovative poetic masters in Europe and especially
France—notably Baudelaire, Mallarmé, and Valèry—has been further
cause for embarrassment. Jerome McGann offers a bold reassessment
of Poe’s achievement, arguing that he belongs with Whitman and
Dickinson as a foundational American poet and cultural presence.
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Not all American commentators have agreed with Emerson’s dim view
of Poe’s verse. For McGann, a notable exception is William Carlos
Williams, who said that the American poetic imagination made its first
appearance in Poe’s work. The Poet Edgar Allan Poe explains what
Williams and European admirers saw in Poe, how they understood his
poetics, and why his poetry had such a decisive influence on Modern
and Post-Modern art and writing. McGann contends that Poe was the
first poet to demonstrate how the creative imagination could escape
its inheritance of Romantic attitudes and conventions, and why an
escape was desirable. The ethical and political significance of Poe’s
work follows from what the poet takes as his great subject: the
reader.
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The Poet Edgar Allan Poe takes its own readers on a spirited tour
through a wide range of Poe’s verse as well as the critical and
theoretical writings in which he laid out his arresting ideas about
poetry and poetics.
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World Philology
Edited by Sheldon Pollock, Benjamin A. Elman, and Ku-ming Kevin Chang

Philology—the discipline of making sense of texts—is
enjoying a renaissance within academia. World Philology
charts the evolution of philology across the many
cultures and time periods in which it has been practiced
and demonstrates how this branch of knowledge, like
philosophy and mathematics, is essential to human
understanding.
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Philology—the discipline of making sense of texts—is enjoying a
renaissance within academia after decades of neglect. World Philology
charts the evolution of philology across the many cultures and
historical time periods in which it has been practiced, and
demonstrates how this branch of knowledge, like philosophy and
mathematics, is an essential component of human understanding.
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Every civilization has developed ways of interpreting the texts that it
produces, and differences of philological practice are as instructive as
the similarities. We owe our idea of a textual edition for example, to
the third-century BCE scholars of the Alexandrian Library. Rabbinical
philology created an innovation in hermeneutics by shifting focus from
how the Bible commands to what it commands. Philologists in Song
China and Tokugawa Japan produced startling insights into the nature
of linguistic signs. In the early modern period, new kinds of philology
arose in Europe but also among Indian, Chinese, and Japanese
commentators, Persian editors, and Ottoman educationalists who
began to interpret texts in ways that had little historical precedent.
They made judgments about the integrity and consistency of texts,
decided how to create critical editions, and determined what it actually
means to read.
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Covering a wide range of cultures—Greek, Roman, Hebrew, Arabic,
Sanskrit, Chinese, Indo-Persian, Japanese, Ottoman, and modern
European—World Philology lays the groundwork for a new scholarly
discipline.
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Lyric Shame
The "Lyric" Subject of Contemporary American Poetry
Gillian White

Gillian White argues that the poetry wars among critics
and practitioners are shaped by “lyric shame”—an
unspoken but pervasive embarrassment over what
poetry is, should be, and fails to be. “Lyric” is less a
specific genre than a way to project subjectivity onto
poems—an idealized poem that is nowhere and yet
everywhere.
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Bringing a provocative perspective to the poetry wars that have
divided practitioners and critics for decades, Gillian White argues that
the sharp disagreements surrounding contemporary poetics have been
shaped by “lyric shame”—an unspoken but pervasive embarrassment
over what poetry is, should be, and fails to be.
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Favored particularly by modern American poets, lyric poetry has long
been considered an expression of the writer’s innermost thoughts and
feelings. But by the 1970s the “lyric I” had become persona non grata
in literary circles. Poets and critics accused one another of
“identifying” with lyric, which increasingly bore the stigma of egotism
and political backwardness. In close readings of Elizabeth Bishop,
Anne Sexton, Bernadette Mayer, James Tate, and others, White
examines the social and critical dynamics by which certain poems
become identified as “lyric,” arguing that the term refers less to a
specific literary genre than to an abstract way of projecting
subjectivity onto poems. Arguments about whether lyric poetry is
deserving of praise or censure circle around what White calls “the
missing lyric object”: an idealized poem that is nowhere and yet
everywhere, and which is the product of reading practices that both
the advocates and detractors of lyric impose on poems. Drawing on
current trends in both affect and lyric theory, Lyric Shame unsettles
the assumptions that inform much contemporary poetry criticism and
explains why the emotional, confessional expressivity attributed to
American lyric has become so controversial.
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From Empiricism to Expressivism
Brandom Reads Sellars
Robert B. Brandom

Wilfrid Sellars ranks as one of the leading critics of
empiricism—a philosophical approach to knowledge that
seeks to ground it in human sense experience. Robert
Brandom clarifies what Sellars had in mind when he
talked about moving analytic philosophy from its Humean
to its Kantian phase and why such a move might be of
crucial importance today.
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The American philosopher Wilfrid Sellars ranks as one of the leading
twentieth-century critics of empiricism—a philosophical approach to
knowledge that seeks to ground it in human sense experience. Sellars
stood in the forefront of a recoil within analytic philosophy from the
foundationalist assumptions of contemporary empiricists. From
Empiricism to Expressivism is a far-reaching reinterpretation of Sellars
from one of the philosopher’s most brilliant intellectual heirs.
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Unifying and extending Sellars’s most important ideas, Robert
Brandom constructs a theory of pragmatic expressivism which, in
contrast to empiricism, understands meaning and knowledge in terms
of the role expressions play in social practices. The key lies in Sellars’s
radical reworking of Kant’s idea of the categories: the idea that the
expressive job characteristic of many of the most important
philosophical concepts is not to describe or explain the empirical world
but rather to make explicit essential features of the conceptual
framework that makes description and explanation possible.
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Brandom reconciles otherwise disparate elements of Sellars’s system,
revealing a greater level of coherence and consistency in the
philosopher’s arguments against empiricism than has usually been
acknowledged. From Empiricism to Expressivism clarifies what Sellars
had in mind when he talked about moving analytic philosophy from its
Humean to its Kantian phase, and why such a move might be of
crucial importance today.
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Expressions of Judgment
An Essay on Kant's Aesthetics
Eli Friedlander

Kant’s The Critique of Judgment laid the groundwork of
modern aesthetics when it appeared in 1790. Eli
Friedlander’s
reappraisal
emphasizes
the
internal
connection of judgment and meaning, showing how the
pleasure in judging is intimately related to our capacity
to draw meaning from our encounter with beauty.
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The Critique of Judgment—the third and final work in Kant’s critical
system—laid the groundwork of modern aesthetics when it appeared
in 1790. Eli Friedlander’s reappraisal of this seminal accomplishment
reformulates and elucidates Kant’s thought in order to reveal the inner
unity of the Third Critique.
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Expressions of Judgment emphasizes the internal connection of
judgment and meaning in Kant’s aesthetics, showing how the pleasure
in judging is intimately related to our capacity to draw meaning from
our encounter with beauty. Although the meaningfulness of aesthetic
judgment is most evident in the response to art, the appreciation of
nature’s beauty has an equal share in the significant experience of our
world. Friedlander’s attention to fundamental dualities underlying the
Third Critique—such as that of art and nature—underscores how its
themes are subordinated systematically to the central task Kant sets
himself: that of devising a philosophical blueprint for the mediation
between the realms of nature and freedom.
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This understanding of the mediating function of judgment guides
Friedlander in articulating the dimensions of the field of the aesthetic
that opens between art and nature, the subject and the object,
knowledge and the will, as well as between the individual and the
communal. Expressions of Judgment illuminates the distinctness as
well as the continuity of this important late phase in Kant’s critical
enterprise, providing insights for experienced scholars as well as new
students of philosophy.
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Alien Landscapes?
Interpreting Disordered Minds
Jonathan Glover

Do people with mental disorders share enough
psychology with other people to make human
interpretation possible? Jonathan Glover tackles the hard
cases—violent criminals, people with delusions, autism,
schizophrenia—to answer affirmatively. He offers values
linked with agency and identity to guide how the
boundaries of psychiatry should be drawn.

We have made huge progress in understanding the biology of mental
illnesses, but comparatively little in interpreting them at the
psychological level. The eminent philosopher Jonathan Glover believes
that there is real hope of progress in the human interpretation of
disordered minds.
The challenge is that the inner worlds of people with psychiatric
disorders can seem strange, like alien landscapes, and this
strangeness can deter attempts at understanding. Do people with
disorders share enough psychology with other people to make
interpretation possible? To explore this question, Glover tackles the
hard cases—the inner worlds of hospitalized violent criminals, of
people with delusions, and of those diagnosed with autism or
schizophrenia. Their first-person accounts offer glimpses of inner
worlds behind apparently bizarre psychiatric conditions and allow us to
begin to learn the “language” used to express psychiatric disturbance.
Art by psychiatric patients, or by such complex figures as van Gogh
and William Blake, give insight when interpreted from Glover’s unique
perspective. He also draws on dark chapters in psychiatry’s past to
show the importance of not medicalizing behavior that merely
transgresses social norms. And finally, Glover suggests values,
especially those linked with agency and identity, to guide how the
boundaries of psychiatry should be drawn.
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Seamlessly blending philosophy, science, literature, and art, Alien
Landscapes? is both a sustained defense of humanistic psychological
interpretation and a compelling example of the rich and generous
approach to mental life for which it argues.
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Greek Models of Mind and Self
A. A. Long

A. A. Long’s study of Greek notions of mind and human
selfhood is anchored in questions of universal interest.
What happens to us when we die? How is the mind or
soul related to the body? Are we responsible for our own
happiness? Can we achieve autonomy? Long shows that
Greek thinkers’ modeling of the mind gave us metaphors
that we still live by.
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This lively book offers a wide-ranging study of Greek notions of mind
and human selfhood from Homer through Plotinus. A. A. Long anchors
his discussion in questions of recurrent and universal interest. What
happens to us when we die? How is the mind or soul related to the
body? Are we responsible for our own happiness? Can we achieve
autonomy? Long asks when and how these questions emerged in
ancient Greece, and shows that Greek thinkers’ modeling of the mind
gave us metaphors that we still live by, such as the rule of reason or
enslavement to passion. He also interrogates the less familiar Greek
notion of the intellect’s divinity, and asks what that might mean for
us.
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Because Plato’s dialogues articulate these themes more sharply and
influentially than works by any other Greek thinker, Plato receives the
most sustained treatment in this account. But at the same time, Long
asks whether Plato’s explanation of the mind and human behavior is
more convincing for modern readers than that contained in the older
Homeric poems. Turning to later ancient philosophy, especially
Stoicism, Long concludes with an exploration of Epictetus’s injunction
to live life by making correct use of one’s mental impressions.
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An authoritative treatment of Greek modes of self-understanding,
Greek Models of Mind and Self demonstrates how ancient thinkers
grappled with what is closest to us and yet still most mysterious—our
own essence as singular human selves—and how the study of Greek
thought can enlarge and enrich our experience.
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Philosophy's Artful Conversation
D. N. Rodowick

Theory—an embattled discourse for decades—faces a
new challenge from those who want to model the
methods of all scholarly disciplines on the sciences. What
is urgently needed, says D. N. Rodowick, is a revitalized
concept of theory that can assess the limits of scientific
explanation and defend the unique character of
humanistic understanding.
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Theory has been an embattled discourse in the academy for decades.
But now it faces a serious challenge from those who want to model
the analytical methods of all scholarly disciplines on the natural
sciences. What is urgently needed, says D. N. Rodowick, is a
revitalized concept of theory that can assess the limits of scientific
explanation and defend the unique character of humanistic
understanding.
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Philosophy’s Artful Conversation is a timely and searching examination
of theory’s role in the arts and humanities today. Expanding the
insights of his earlier book, Elegy for Theory, and drawing on the
diverse thought of Ludwig Wittgenstein, G. H. von Wright, P. M. S.
Hacker, Richard Rorty, and Charles Taylor, Rodowick provides a
blueprint of what he calls a “philosophy of the humanities.” In a
surprising and illuminating turn, he views the historical emergence of
theory through the lens of film theory, arguing that aesthetics, literary
studies, and cinema studies cannot be separated where questions of
theory are concerned. These discourses comprise a conceptual whole,
providing an overarching model of critique that resembles, in
embryonic form, what a new philosophy of the humanities might look
like.
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Rodowick offers original readings of Gilles Deleuze and Stanley Cavell,
bringing forward unexamined points of contact between two thinkers
who associate philosophical expression with film and the arts. A major
contribution to cross-disciplinary intellectual history, Philosophy’s
Artful Conversation reveals the many threads connecting the arts and
humanities with the history of philosophy.
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Lincoln's Political Thought
George Kateb

At the center of Lincoln’s political thought and career is
an intense passion for equality that runs so deep in the
speeches, messages, and letters that it has the force of
religious conviction for Lincoln. George Kateb examines
these writings to reveal that this passion explains
Lincoln’s reverence for both the Constitution and the
Union.

BOOK DETAILS
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One of the most influential philosophers of liberalism turns his
attention to the complexity of Lincoln’s political thought. At the center
of Lincoln’s career is an intense passion for equality, a passion that
runs so deep in the speeches, messages, and letters that it has the
force of religious conviction for Lincoln. George Kateb examines these
writings to reveal that this passion explains Lincoln’s reverence for
both the Constitution and the Union.
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The abolition of slavery was not originally a tenet of Lincoln’s political
religion. He affirmed almost to the end of his life that the preservation
of the Union was more important than ending slavery. This attitude
was consistent with his judgment that at the founding, the agreement
to incorporate slaveholding into the Constitution, and thus secure a
Constitution, was more vital to the cause of equality than struggling to
keep slavery out of the new nation. In Kateb’s reading, Lincoln
destroys the Constitution twice, by suspending it as a wartime
measure and then by enacting the Thirteenth Amendment to abolish
slavery. The first instance was an effort to save the Constitution; the
second was an effort to transform it, by making it answer the
Declaration’s promises of equality.
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The man who emerges in Kateb’s account proves himself adequate to
the most terrible political situation in American history. Lincoln’s
political life, however, illustrates the unsettling truth that in
democratic politics—perhaps in all politics—it is nearly impossible to
do the right thing for the right reasons, honestly stated.
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Overreach
Delusions of Regime Change in Iraq
Michael MacDonald

In the run-up to the Iraq invasion, a number of
Americans thought the idea was crazy. Now everyone,
except a few die-hards, thinks it was. So what was going
through the minds of the talented and experienced men
and women who planned and initiated the war? What
were their assumptions? Overreach aims to recover
those presuppositions.
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In the run-up to the 2003 invasion of Iraq, a fair number of Americans
thought the idea was crazy. Now everyone, except a few die-hards,
thinks it was. So what was going through the minds of the talented
and experienced men and women who planned and initiated the war?
What were their assumptions? Overreach aims to recover those
presuppositions.
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Michael MacDonald examines the standard hypotheses for the decision
to attack, showing them to be either wrong or of secondary
importance: the personality of President George W. Bush, including his
relationship with his father; Republican electoral considerations; the
oil lobby; the Israeli lobby. He also undermines the argument that the
war failed because of the Bush administration’s incompetence.
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The more fundamental reasons for the Iraq War and its failure,
MacDonald argues, are located in basic axioms of American foreign
policy, which equate America’s ideals with its interests (distorting both
in the process) and project those ideals as universally applicable.
Believing that democratic principles would bring order to Iraq naturally
and spontaneously, regardless of the region’s history and culture or
what Iraqis themselves wanted, neoconservative thinkers, with
support from many on the left, advocated breaking the back of state
power under Saddam Hussein. They maintained that by bringing about
radical regime change, the United States was promoting liberalism,
capitalism, and democracy in Iraq. But what it did instead was unleash
chaos. That these axioms are not limited to Iraq can be seen in the
recent ousting of Khadafi’s regime in Libya.
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The Promise of Party in a Polarized Age
Russell Muirhead

Political conflicts are not simply manufactured from thin
air, Russell Muirhead argues. They originate in authentic
disagreements over what constitutes the common
welfare. The remedy is not for parties to just get along
but to bring a skeptical sensibility to their own
convictions and learn to disagree as partisans and govern
through compromise.
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SEPTEMBER

At the root of America’s broken politics is hyperbolic partisanship. It
distorts perceptions, inflames disagreements, and poisons the
democratic process. Citizens pine for a time when liberals and
conservatives compromised with one another—or they yearn for a
post-partisan future when the common good trumps ideology and selfinterest. Russell Muirhead argues that better partisanship, not less
partisanship, is the solution to America’s political predicament. Instead
of striving to overcome our differences, we should learn how to
engage them.
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The political conflicts that provide fodder for cable news shows are not
simply manufactured from thin air. However sensationalized they
become in the retelling, they originate in authentic disagreements
over what constitutes the common welfare. Republicans vest
responsibility in each citizen for dealing with bad decisions and bad
luck, and want every individual and family to enjoy the benefits of
good decisions and good luck. Democrats ask citizens to stand
together to insure one another against the worst consequences of
misfortune or poor judgment, and especially to insure children against
some of the consequences of their parents’ bad decisions or lack of
opportunities. These are fundamental differences that fantasies of
bipartisan consensus cannot dissolve.
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Disagreement without parties is disempowering, Muirhead says. The
remedy is not for citizens and elected officials to learn to “just get
along” but to bring a skeptical sensibility even to their own
convictions, and to learn to disagree as partisans and govern through
compromise despite those disagreements.
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The Lives of Muhammad
Kecia Ali

Kecia Ali delves into the many ways the Prophet’s life
story has been told from the earliest days of Islam to the
present, by both Muslims and non-Muslims. Emphasizing
the major transformations since the nineteenth century,
she shows that far from being mutually opposed, these
various
perspectives
have
become
increasingly
interdependent.
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Recent outbursts sparked by a viral video and controversial cartoons
powerfully illustrate the passions and sensitivities that continue to
surround the depiction of the seventh-century founder of Islam. The
Lives of Muhammad delves into the many ways the Prophet’s life story
has been told from the earliest days of Islam to the present, by both
Muslims and non-Muslims. Emphasizing the major transformations
since the nineteenth century, Kecia Ali shows that far from being
mutually opposed, these various perspectives have become
increasingly interdependent.
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Since the nineteenth century, two separate streams of writing, one
hagiographic and the other polemical, have merged into a single,
contentious story about the life of Muhammad. Protestant
missionaries, European Orientalists, Indian and Egyptian modernists,
and American voices across the spectrum, including preachers,
scholars, Islamophobes, journalists, academics, and new-age gurus,
debated Muhammad’s character and the facts of his life. In the
process, texts written symbolically came to be read literally.
Muhammad’s accomplishments as a religious and political leader, his
military encounters with Meccans and Medinan Jews, and—a subject of
perennial interest—his relationships with women, including his young
wife Aisha, are among the key subjects writers engaged, repurposing
early materials for new circumstances.
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Many of the ideas about Muhammad that Muslims embrace today—
Muhammad the social reformer, Muhammad the consummate leader,
Muhammad the ideal husband—arose in tandem and in tension with
Western depictions. These were in turn shaped by new ideas about
religion, sexuality, and human accomplishments.
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American Apocalypse
A History of Modern Evangelicalism
Matthew Avery Sutton

In the first comprehensive history of American
evangelicalism to appear in a generation, Matthew
Sutton shows how charismatic Protestant preachers,
anticipating the end of the world, paradoxically
transformed it. Narrating the story from the perspective
of the faithful, he shows how apocalyptic thinking
influences the American mainstream today.
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The first comprehensive history of modern American evangelicalism to
appear in a generation, American Apocalypse shows how a group of
radical Protestants, anticipating the end of the world, paradoxically
transformed it.
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Matthew Avery Sutton draws on extensive archival research to
document the ways an initially obscure network of charismatic
preachers and their followers reshaped American religion, at home
and abroad, for over a century. Perceiving the United States as
besieged by Satanic forces—communism and secularism, family
breakdown and government encroachment—Billy Sunday, Charles
Fuller, Billy Graham, and others took to the pulpit and airwaves to
explain how Biblical end-times prophecy made sense of a world
ravaged by global wars, genocide, and the threat of nuclear
extinction. Believing Armageddon was nigh, these preachers used
what little time was left to warn of the coming Antichrist, save souls,
and prepare the nation for God’s final judgment.
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By the 1980s, President Ronald Reagan and conservative Republicans
appropriated evangelical ideas to create a morally infused political
agenda that challenged the pragmatic tradition of governance through
compromise and consensus. Following 9/11, the politics of apocalypse
continued to resonate with an anxious populace seeking a roadmap
through a world spinning out of control. Premillennialist evangelicals
have erected mega-churches, shaped the culture wars, made and
destroyed presidential hopefuls, and brought meaning to millions of
believers. Narrating the story of modern evangelicalism from the
perspective of the faithful, Sutton demonstrates how apocalyptic
thinking continues to exert enormous influence over the American
mainstream today.
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America's Pastor
Billy Graham and the Shaping of a Nation
Grant Wacker

More than a conventional biography, Grant Wacker’s
interpretive study deepens our understanding of why
Billy Graham has mattered so much to so many, and how
his uncanny ability to appropriate trends in the wider
culture allowed him to transform his born-again theology
into a moral vocabulary capturing the aspirations and
fears of average Americans.

BOOK DETAILS
SEPTEMBER

During a career spanning sixty years, the Reverend Billy Graham’s
resonant voice and chiseled profile entered the living rooms of millions
of Americans with a message that called for personal transformation
through God’s grace. How did a lanky farm kid from North Carolina
become an evangelist hailed by the media as “America’s pastor”? Why
did listeners young and old pour out their grief and loneliness in
letters to a man they knew only through televised “Crusades” in
faraway places like Madison Square Garden? More than a conventional
biography, Grant Wacker’s interpretive study deepens our
understanding of why Billy Graham has mattered so much to so many.
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Beginning with tent revivals in the 1940s, Graham transformed his
born-again theology into a moral vocabulary capturing the fears and
aspirations of average Americans. He possessed an uncanny ability to
appropriate trends in the wider culture and engaged boldly with the
most significant developments of his time, from communism and
nuclear threat to poverty and civil rights. The enduring meaning of his
career, in Wacker’s analysis, lies at the intersection of Graham’s own
creative agency and the forces shaping modern America.
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Wacker paints a richly textured portrait: a self-deprecating servant of
God and self-promoting media mogul, a simple family man and
confidant of presidents, a plainspoken preacher and the “Protestant
pope.” America’s Pastor reveals how this Southern fundamentalist
grew, fitfully, into a capacious figure at the center of spiritual life for
millions of Christians around the world.
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After Physics
David Z Albert

Here the philosopher and physicist David Z Albert argues,
among other things, that the difference between past
and future can be understood as a mechanical
phenomenon of nature and that quantum mechanics
makes it impossible to present the entirety of what can
be said about the world as a narrative of “befores” and
“afters.”

BOOK DETAILS
OCTOBER

After Physics presents ambitious new essays about some of the
deepest questions at the foundations of physics, by the physicist and
philosopher David Albert. The book’s title alludes to the close
connections between physics and metaphysics, much in evidence
throughout these essays. It also alludes to the work of imagining what
it would be like for the project of physical science—considered as an
investigation into the fundamental laws of nature—to be complete.
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Albert argues that the difference between the past and the future—
traditionally regarded as a matter for metaphysical or conceptual or
linguistic or phenomenological analysis—can be understood as a
mechanical phenomenon of nature. In another essay he contends that
all versions of quantum mechanics that are compatible with the
special theory of relativity make it impossible, even in principle, to
present the entirety of what can be said about the world as a narrative
sequence of “befores” and “afters.” Any sensible and realistic way of
solving the quantum-mechanical measurement problem, Albert claims
in yet another essay, is ultimately going to force us to think of
particles and fields, and even the very space of the standard scientific
conception of the world, as approximate and emergent. Novel
discussions of the problem of deriving principled limits on what can be
known, measured, or communicated from our fundamental physical
theories, along with a sweeping critique of the main attempts at
making sense of probabilities in Many-Worlds interpretations of
quantum mechanics, round out the collection.
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Nuclear Iran
Jeremy Bernstein

This succinct book is timely reading for anyone who
wishes to understand the maze of science and secrecy at
the heart of Iran’s nuclear ambitions. Writing for the
general reader, Jeremy Bernstein draws on his
knowledge as a physicist to elucidate the scientific
principles and technical hurdles involved in creating
nuclear reactors and bombs.

Iran’s nuclear program has generated intense controversy ever since
the International Atomic Energy Agency reported in 2003 that Iran
was secretly pursuing enrichment activities. Although Iranian officials
insist the program is peaceful, many in the international community
are skeptical of Iran’s stated aims—and some allege there is no
greater nuclear-weapons proliferation danger in the world today.
Nuclear Iran guides readers through the intricate maze of science and
secrecy that lies at the heart of Iran’s nuclear ambitions. Writing for
the general reader, Jeremy Bernstein brings his knowledge as a
physicist to bear on the issues, offering elucidations of the scientific
principles and technical hurdles involved in creating nuclear reactors
and bombs. His explanations range from the physics of fission to
methods of isotope separation to the technologies required for
weaponizing fissile uranium and plutonium. Iran’s construction of
centrifuges capable of producing weapons-grade uranium has received
much media attention, and Bernstein explains how these complex
devices work. He intersperses many elements of the human story into
his discussions of technology, such as the fact that centrifuges were
first invented by German war prisoners working in the Soviet Union.
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Nuclear Iran turns a spotlight on the controversial underground
uranium-enrichment facility in Natanz and heavy water reactor in
Arak, and profiles key figures in the ongoing international trade in
weapons technology, including the Pakistani physicist A. Q. Khan. This
succinct book is timely reading for anyone who wishes to understand
the science behind the international crisis surrounding Iran’s nuclear
program.
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Molecular and Cellular Physiology of Neurons,
Second Edition
Gordon L. Fain
With Thomas O’Dell
Gordon Fain’s Molecular and Cellular Physiology of
Neurons, Second Edition is intended for anyone who
seeks to understand nerve cell function: undergraduate
and graduate students in neuroscience, students of
bioengineering and cognitive science, and practicing
neuroscientists who want to deepen their knowledge of
recent discoveries.

Molecular and Cellular Physiology of Neurons, Second Edition is a
comprehensive, up-to-date introduction to essential concepts of
cellular neuroscience. Emphasizing experimental approaches and
recent discoveries, it provides an in-depth look at the structure and
function of nerve cells, from protein receptors and synapses to the
biochemical processes that drive the mammalian nervous system.
Starting with the basics of electrical current flow across cell
membranes, Gordon Fain covers voltage gating and receptor
activation in the context of channel diversity, excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic transmission, neuromodulation, and sensory transduction.
Emphasizing long-term processes of synaptic potentiation and
depression involved in memory, consciousness, and attention, he
demonstrates how cells produce neural signals and regulate signal
flow to enhance or impede cell-to-cell communication. Fain also
address the relation of molecular and cellular mechanisms to evolving
theories of neurological disease and addiction.
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Enhanced by more than two hundred illustrations, Molecular and
Cellular Physiology of Neurons, Second Edition is intended for anyone
who seeks to understand the fundamentals of nerve cell function,
including undergraduate and graduate students in neuroscience,
students of bioengineering and cognitive science, and practicing
neuroscientists who want to deepen their knowledge of recent
discoveries in molecular and cellular neurophysiology.
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God's Planet
Owen Gingerich

Many scientists look at the universe and conclude we are
here by chance. The astronomer and historian Owen
Gingerich looks at the same evidence—and the fact that
the universe is comprehensible to our minds—and sees it
as proof for the intentions of a Creator-God. The more
rigorous science becomes, the more clearly God’s
handiwork can be understood.

With exoplanets being discovered daily, Earth is still the only planet
we know of that is home to creatures who seek a coherent explanation
for the structure, origins, and fate of the universe, and of humanity’s
place within it. Today, science and religion are the two major cultural
entities on our planet that share this goal of coherent understanding,
though their interpretation of evidence differs dramatically. Many
scientists look at the known universe and conclude we are here by
chance. The renowned astronomer and historian of science Owen
Gingerich looks at the same evidence—along with the fact that the
universe is comprehensible to our minds—and sees it as proof for the
planning and intentions of a Creator-God. He believes that the idea of
a universe without God is an oxymoron, a self-contradiction. God’s
Planet exposes the fallacy in thinking that science and religion can be
kept apart.
Gingerich frames his argument around three questions: Was
Copernicus right, in dethroning Earth from its place at the center of
the universe? Was Darwin right, in placing humans securely in an
evolving animal kingdom? And was Hoyle right, in identifying physical
constants in nature that seem singularly tuned to allow the existence
of intelligent life on planet Earth? Using these episodes from the
history of science, Gingerich demonstrates that cultural attitudes,
including religious or antireligious beliefs, play a significant role in
what passes as scientific understanding. The more rigorous science
becomes over time, the more clearly God’s handiwork can be
comprehended.
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Making Space
How the Brain Knows Where Things Are
Jennifer M. Groh

Knowing where things are seems effortless. Yet our
brains devote tremendous power to figuring out simple
details about spatial relationships. Jennifer Groh traces
this mental detective work to show how the brain creates
our sense of location, and makes the case that the brain’s
systems for thinking about space may be the systems of
thought itself.

Knowing where things are seems effortless. Yet our brains devote
tremendous computational power to figuring out the simplest details
about spatial relationships. Going to the grocery store or finding our
cellphone requires sleuthing and coordination across different sensory
and motor domains. Making Space traces this mental detective work
to explain how the brain creates our sense of location. But it goes
further, to make the case that spatial processing permeates all our
cognitive abilities, and that the brain’s systems for thinking about
space may be the systems of thought itself.
Our senses measure energy in the form of light, sound, and pressure
on the skin, and our brains evaluate these measurements to make
inferences about objects and boundaries. Jennifer Groh describes how
eyes detect electromagnetic radiation, how the brain can locate
sounds by measuring differences of less than one one-thousandth of a
second in how long they take to reach each ear, and how the ear’s
balance organs help us monitor body posture and movement. The
brain synthesizes all this neural information so that we can navigate
three-dimensional space.
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But the brain’s work doesn’t end there. Spatial representations do
double duty in aiding memory and reasoning. This is why it is harder
to remember how to get somewhere if someone else is driving, and
why, if we set out to do something and forget what it was, returning
to the place we started can jog our memory. In making space the
brain uses powers we did not know we have.
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Science Policy Up Close
John H. Marburger III
Edited by Robert P. Crease

In a career that included Presidential Science Advisor to
George W. Bush, John Marburger stood on the front line
of battles that pulled science deep into the political
arena. Science controversies, he discovered, are never
just about science. As his reflections show, science can
no longer be shielded from public scrutiny and
government supervision.

In a career that included tenures as president of Stony Brook
University, director of Brookhaven National Laboratory, and science
advisor to President George W. Bush, John Marburger found himself
on the front line of battles that pulled science ever deeper into the
political arena. From nuclear power to global warming and stem cell
research, science controversies, he discovered, are never just about
science. Science Policy Up Close presents Marburger’s reflections on
the challenges science administrators face in the twenty-first century.
In each phase of public service Marburger came into contact with a
new dimension of science policy. The Shoreham Commission exposed
him to the problem of handling a volatile public controversy over
nuclear power. The Superconducting Supercollider episode gave him
insights into the collision between government requirements and
scientists’ expectations and feelings of entitlement. The Directorship of
Brookhaven taught him how to talk to the public about the risks of
conducting high-energy physics and about large government research
facilities. As Presidential Science Advisor he had to both represent the
scientific community to the administration and the administration to
the scientific community at a time when each side was highly
suspicious of the other.
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What Marburger understood before most others was this: until the
final quarter of the twentieth century, science had been largely
protected from public scrutiny and government supervision. Today
that is no longer true. Scientists and science policy makers can learn
from Marburger what they must do now to improve their grip on their
own work.
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Energy for a Renewable Future
Mara Prentiss

Using full-color visualizations of key concepts and data,
Mara Prentiss interprets government reports, technology,
and basic physical laws to advance a bold claim: wind
and solar power alone could generate 100% of the U.S.
average energy demand, without lifestyle sacrifices. And
meeting the actual U.S. energy demand with renewables
is within reach.

Energy can be neither created nor destroyed—but it can be wasted.
The United States wastes two-thirds of its energy, including 80
percent of the energy used in transportation. So the nation has a
tremendous opportunity to develop a sensible energy policy based on
benefits and costs. But to do that we need facts—not hyperbole, not
wishful thinking. Mara Prentiss presents and interprets political and
technical information from government reports and press releases, as
well as fundamental scientific laws, to advance a bold claim: wind and
solar power could generate 100 percent of the United States’ average
total energy demand for the foreseeable future, even without waste
reduction.
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To meet the actual rather than the average demand, significant
technological and political hurdles must be overcome. Still, a U.S.
energy economy based entirely on wind, solar, hydroelectricity, and
biofuels is within reach. The transition to renewables will benefit from
new technologies that decrease energy consumption without lifestyle
sacrifices, including energy optimization from interconnected smart
devices and waste reduction from use of LED lights, regenerative
brakes, and electric cars. Many countries cannot obtain sufficient
renewable energy within their borders, Prentiss notes, but U.S.
conversion to a 100 percent renewable energy economy would, by
itself, significantly reduce the global impact of fossil fuel consumption.
Enhanced by full-color visualizations of key concepts and data, Energy
for a Renewable Future answers one of the century’s most crucial
questions: How can we get smarter about producing and distributing,
using and conserving, energy?
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Bee Time
Lessons from the Hive
Mark L. Winston

Being among bees is a full-body experience, Mark
Winston writes. Bee Time presents his reflections on
three
decades spent
studying
these remarkable
creatures, and on the lessons they can teach about how
humans might better interact with one another and the
natural world, from the boardroom to urban design to
agricultural ecosystems.
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Being among bees is a full-body experience, Mark Winston writes—
from the low hum of tens of thousands of insects and the pungent
smell of honey and beeswax, to the sight of workers flying back and
forth between flowers and the hive. The experience of an apiary slows
our sense of time, heightens our awareness, and inspires awe. Bee
Time presents Winston’s reflections on three decades spent studying
these creatures, and on the lessons they can teach about how humans
might better interact with one another and the natural world.
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Like us, honeybees represent a pinnacle of animal sociality. How they
submerge individual needs into the colony collective provides a lens
through which to ponder human societies. Winston explains how bees
process information, structure work, and communicate, and examines
how corporate boardrooms are using bee societies as a model to
improve collaboration. He investigates how bees have altered our
understanding of agricultural ecosystems and how urban planners are
looking to bees in designing more nature-friendly cities.
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The relationship between bees and people has not always been
benign. Bee populations are diminishing due to human impact, and we
cannot afford to ignore what the demise of bees tells us about our
own tenuous affiliation with nature. Toxic interactions between
pesticides and bee diseases have been particularly harmful,
foreshadowing similar effects of pesticides on human health. There is
much to learn from bees in how they respond to these challenges. In
sustaining their societies, bees teach us ways to sustain our own.
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Upriver
The Turbulent Life and Times of an Amazonian People
Michael F. Brown

In this story of one man’s encounter with an indigenous
people of Peru, Michael Brown guides his readers upriver
into a contested zone of the Amazonian frontier, where
more than 50,000 Awajún—renowned for pugnacity and
fierce independence—use hard-won political savvy,
literacy, and digital skills to live life on their own terms,
against long odds.

In this remarkable story of one man’s encounter with an indigenous
people of Peru, Michael Brown guides his readers upriver into a
contested zone of the Amazonian frontier, where more than 50,000
Awajún—renowned for their pugnacity and fierce independence—
remain determined, against long odds, to live life on their own terms.
When Brown took up residence with the Awajún in 1976, he knew
little about them other than their ancestors’ reputation as fearsome
headhunters. The fledgling anthropologist was immediately impressed
by his hosts’ vivacity and resourcefulness. But eventually his
investigations led him into darker corners of a world where murderous
vendettas, fear of sorcery, and a shocking incidence of suicide were
still common. Peru’s Shining Path insurgency in the 1980s forced
Brown to refocus his work elsewhere. Revisiting his field notes
decades later, now with an older man’s understanding of life’s
fragility, Brown saw a different story: a tribal society trying, and
sometimes failing, to maintain order in the face of an expanding
capitalist frontier. Curious about how the Awajún were faring, Brown
returned to the site in 2012, where he found a people whose
combative self-confidence had led them to the forefront of South
America’s struggle for indigenous rights.
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Written with insight, sensitivity, and humor, Upriver paints a vivid
picture of a rapidly growing population that is refashioning its warrior
tradition for the twenty-first century. Embracing literacy and digital
technology, the Awajún are using hard-won political savvy to defend
their rainforest home and right of self-determination.
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Envisioning Freedom
Cinema and the Building of Modern Black Life
Cara Caddoo

In Cara Caddoo’s perspective-changing study, African
Americans emerge as pioneers of cinema from the 1890s
to 1920s. But as it gained popularity, black cinema also
became controversial. Black leaders demanded selfrepresentation
and
an
end
to
cinematic
mischaracterizations which, they charged, violated the
civil rights of African Americans.

Viewing turn-of-the century African American history through the lens
of cinema, Envisioning Freedom examines the forgotten history of
early black film exhibition during the era of mass migration and Jim
Crow. By embracing the new medium of moving pictures at the turn of
the twentieth century, black Americans forged a collective—if fraught
—culture of freedom.
In Cara Caddoo’s perspective-changing study, African Americans
emerge as pioneers of cinema from the 1890s to 1920s. Across the
South and Midwest, moving pictures presented in churches, lodges,
and schools raised money and created shared social experiences for
black urban communities. As migrants moved northward, bound for
Chicago and New York, cinema moved with them. Along these routes,
ministers and reformers, preaching messages of racial uplift, used
moving pictures as an enticement to attract followers.
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But as it gained popularity, black cinema also became controversial.
Facing a losing competition with movie houses, once-supportive
ministers denounced the evils of the “colored theater.” Onscreen
images sparked arguments over black identity and the meaning of
freedom. In 1910, when boxing champion Jack Johnson became the
world’s first black movie star, representation in film vaulted to the
center of black concerns about racial progress. Black leaders
demanded
self-representation
and
an
end
to
cinematic
mischaracterizations which, they charged, violated the civil rights of
African Americans. In 1915, these ideas both led to the creation of an
industry that produced “race films” by and for black audiences and
sparked the first mass black protest movement of the twentieth
century.
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A Tale of Two Plantations
Slave Life and Labor in Jamaica and Virginia
Richard S. Dunn

Richard Dunn reconstructs the lives of three generations
of slaves on a sugar estate in Jamaica and a plantation in
Virginia, to understand the starkly different forms
slavery took. Deadly work regimens and rampant disease
among Jamaican slaves contrast with population
expansion in Virginia leading to the selling of slaves and
breakup of families.

Forty years ago, after publication of his pathbreaking book Sugar and
Slaves, Richard Dunn began an intensive investigation of two
thousand slaves living on two plantations, one in North America and
one in the Caribbean. Digging deeply into the archives, he has
reconstructed the individual lives and collective experiences of three
generations of slaves on the Mesopotamia sugar estate in Jamaica and
the Mount Airy plantation in tidewater Virginia, to understand the
starkly different forms slavery could take. Dunn’s stunning
achievement is a rich and compelling history of bondage in two very
different Atlantic world settings.
From the mid-eighteenth century to emancipation in 1834, life in
Mesopotamia was shaped and stunted by deadly work regimens,
rampant disease, and dependence on the slave trade for new laborers.
At Mount Airy, where the population continually expanded until
emancipation in 1865, the “surplus” slaves were sold or moved to
distant work sites, and families were routinely broken up. Over two
hundred of these Virginia slaves were sent eight hundred miles to the
Cotton South.
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In the genealogies that Dunn has painstakingly assembled, we can
trace a Mesopotamia fieldhand through every stage of her bondage,
and contrast her harsh treatment with the fortunes of her rebellious
mulatto son and clever quadroon granddaughter. We track a Mount
Airy craftworker through a stormy life of interracial sex, escape, and
family breakup. The details of individuals’ lives enable us to grasp the
full experience of both slave communities as they labored and loved,
and ultimately became free.
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The Cultural Matrix
Understanding Black Youth
Edited by Orlando Patterson
With Ethan Fosse

The Cultural Matrix seeks to unravel an American
paradox: the socioeconomic crisis and social isolation of
disadvantaged black youth, on the one hand, and their
extraordinary integration and prominence in popular
culture on the other. This interdisciplinary work explains
how a complex matrix of cultures influences black youth.

The Cultural Matrix seeks to unravel a uniquely American paradox: the
socioeconomic
crisis,
segregation,
and
social
isolation
of
disadvantaged black youth, on the one hand, and their extraordinary
integration and prominence in popular culture on the other. Despite
school dropout rates over 40 percent, a third spending time in prison,
chronic unemployment, and endemic violence, black youth are among
the most vibrant creators of popular culture in the world. They also
espouse several deeply American values. To understand this
conundrum, the authors bring culture back to the forefront of
explanation, while avoiding the theoretical errors of earlier culture-ofpoverty approaches and the causal timidity and special pleading of
more recent ones.
There is no single black youth culture, but a complex matrix of
cultures—adapted mainstream, African-American vernacular, street
culture, and hip-hop—that support and undermine, enrich and
impoverish young lives. Hip-hop, for example, has had an enormous
influence, not always to the advantage of its creators. However, its
muscular message of primal honor and sensual indulgence is not
motivated by a desire for separatism but by an insistence on sharing
in the mainstream culture of consumption, power, and wealth.
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This interdisciplinary work draws on all the social sciences, as well as
social philosophy and ethnomusicology, in a concerted effort to
explain how culture, interacting with structural and environmental
forces, influences the performance and control of violence, aesthetic
productions, educational and work outcomes, familial, gender, and
sexual relations, and the complex moral life of black youth.
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The Myth of Race
The Troubling Persistence of an Unscientific Idea
Robert Wald Sussman

Although eugenics is now widely discredited, some
groups and individuals claim a new scientific basis for old
racist assumptions. Pondering the continuing influence of
racist research and thought, despite all evidence to the
contrary, Robert Sussman explains why—when it comes
to race—too many people still mistake bigotry for
science.

Biological races do not exist—and never have. This view is shared by
all scientists who study variation in human populations. Yet racial
prejudice and intolerance based on the myth of race remain deeply
ingrained in Western society. In his powerful examination of a
persistent, false, and poisonous idea, Robert Sussman explores how
race emerged as a social construct from early biblical justifications to
the pseudoscientific studies of today.
The Myth of Race traces the origins of modern racist ideology to the
Spanish Inquisition, revealing how sixteenth-century theories of racial
degeneration became a crucial justification for Western imperialism
and slavery. In the nineteenth century, these theories fused with
Darwinism to produce the highly influential and pernicious eugenics
movement. Believing that traits from cranial shape to raw intelligence
were immutable, eugenicists developed hierarchies that classified
certain races, especially fair-skinned “Aryans,” as superior to others.
These ideologues proposed programs of intelligence testing, selective
breeding, and human sterilization—policies that fed straight into Nazi
genocide. Sussman examines how opponents of eugenics, guided by
the German-American anthropologist Franz Boas’s new, scientifically
supported concept of culture, exposed fallacies in racist thinking.
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Although eugenics is now widely discredited, some groups and
individuals today claim a new scientific basis for old racist
assumptions. Pondering the continuing influence of racist research and
thought, despite all evidence to the contrary, Sussman explains why—
when it comes to race—too many people still mistake bigotry for
science.
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The Cross-Border Connection
Immigrants, Emigrants, and Their Homelands
Roger Waldinger

International migration presents the human face of
globalization. Roger Waldinger addresses a paradox at its
core:
emigrants
departing
one
society
become
immigrants in another, tying those two societies
together. He explains how interconnections between
place of origin and destination are built and maintained
and why they eventually fall apart.

International migration presents the human face of globalization, with
consequences that make headlines throughout the world. The CrossBorder Connection addresses a paradox at the core of this
phenomenon: emigrants departing one society become immigrants in
another, tying those two societies together in a variety of ways. In
nontechnical language, Roger Waldinger explains how interconnections
between place of origin and destination are built and maintained and
why they eventually fall apart.
Newcomers moving away from the developing world find that
migration is a good thing, letting them enjoy the benefits of residence
in the developed world, some of which they send on to their relatives
at home in the form of remittances. Residing in a democratic state,
free from the long arm of their place of origin, emigrants mobilize to
produce change in the homelands they left. Emigration states, in turn,
extend their influence across boundaries to protect nationals and
retain their loyalty abroad. Time, however, proves corrosive, and in
the end most immigrants and their descendants become progressively
disconnected from their home country, reorienting their concerns and
commitments to the place where they actually live.
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Drawing lessons should work in the same way. If you are looking for more drawing tutorials for beginners I highly recommend you learn
to draw the four basic forms. Do this before attempting to draw anything complicated. Donâ€™t jump right into a portrait or a landscape.
I know itâ€™s tempting to, but remember, you are looking to achieve small wins in your drawing education. There are four basic forms
you should get to know. Practice them and learn them well.

